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Holloway will head
search for chancellor
By Darryl Cauchon
The search committee to look
for a replacement for departing
chancellor Bruce R. Poulton has
been formed.
Richard A. Morse, chairman of
the University System Board of
Trustees, said the committee will
consist of five trustees.
Morse named Paul J. Holloway
as the search committee chairman,
and Elisabeth Mclane-Bradley,
Wilfred L. S~nders, Jr., Joseph S.
Gaziano and Morse himself will '
make up the rest of the committee.
Karen Peterson, USNH
assistant for Academic Programs,
will serve as Executive Secretary to
the search committee.
Holloway is current vicechairman of the Board of Trustees
and is president of Dreket.Holloway Buick-Pontiac, Inc. of
Exeter. He has chaired several
Search Committees for the University system.
Mclane-Bradley is from
Ha~10ver and is secretary to the

1
UNH Sophomore Bill Faulkner discovers that Jo"gging in College
~ oods is easy, with a little help. (Tim Skeer photo)

Yes, they have no quail eggs
By Joanne Catz
The trains still stop sometimes
like they used to at the depot in
Durham, but the engineers don't
pick up passengers any more; they
pick up ice cream cones.
The UNH Dairy Bar, known
mainly for its rich and creamy ice
cream, used to be the Durham
Railroad Station.
In 1911, when the town of Lynn,
Mass. no longer had use for its
station, it was moved up the
railroad tracks and put back
together, brick by brick, in
Durham . .
It still stands looking much the
same as its old photographs as a
depot, only the horse drawn
· carriages parked in front have been
replaced by cars.

Hulk Rah: l '. S . Postage Paid
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Poulton replacement sought

Escort
•
service
formed
By Barbara Norris
An on-campus escort service has
been established by the UNH
Public Safety Division and will be
functioning on an experimental
basis for the. remainder of the
semester.
Between the hours of 6 p. m. and
2 a.m., public safety personnel
equipped with safety belts, flash
lights and radios will patrol the
campus and assist students who
wish to be escorted home.
"It has taken us some time to
-build up staff," said David
Flanders, Public Safety director.
••Right now we have three people
on the patrol, and they work seven
nights a week.',·
Flanders said the service will be
on a trial basis until next year•s
funding source is determined.
••The whole service is contingent
on money," he said. ••This semester
it was available, next year it might
not be."
Curre!1!1Y under development
SAFETY, page 5

862-1490

It operated as a train station
until 22 years ago when the
University bought it from the
Boston and Maine Railroad.
The interior still retains the
Railroad depot atmosphere railroad crossing signs hang above
the list of ice cream flavors and
framed pictures of trains and the
old depot itself adorn the walls.
Students, teachers, and
townspeople lunch and snack at
the counter and booths. Books are
sprawled over the marbled top of
one booth where a student studies
and sips a frappe. Above her head
is a framed collection of 225 old
conductors' coat buttons - a
donation to the Thompson
School.
Six years ago the Dairy Bar was

turned over to the Thompson
School Food Service Department
which still runs the business.
•·1t's good prac!.i~_al experience
for Food Service students," says
Doug Beard, manager of the Dairy
Bar and a graduate of Thompson
School.
Not only do classes prepare
foods and hold labs in the kitchen,
but students learn from doing the
inventory and auditing as well.
Students also planned and
designed the interior which needed
renovation.
•• Any way possible we use and
involve the students," Beard says.
Beard rar'ely does any
advertising for the Dairy Bar, he
PAIRY BAR, page 4

Student trapped in
Stoke Hall elevator
By David P. Foster
A woman was strand~d in a
Stoke Hall elevator for 20 minutes
Wednesday afternoon when the
car she was riding in refused to
move from the sixth floor to the
, seventh.
"A bunch of girls got out at the
sixth floor, and after the doors
closed. the eleva~or just didn't go
anywhere," said Joyce Jankun, a
freshmafl math major.
Jankun pushed the alarm button
in the elevator car, which
summoned members of the
Durham/ UNH Fire Department.
They rode the adjacent elevator
where Jankun was stuck, but
before they could do anything,
Jankun's car started moving. She
got out at the seventh floor and
never even saw her would-be
rescuers.
Jankun is not the first person to
get stuck in one of Stoke's
elevators. and prebably won't be
the last, according to the fire
department's Lieutenant John
Ryan.
Elevator problems 'o ccur "on an
average of once a day" at UNH,
said Ryan, officer in charge during
the Stoke call.
"Dormitory elevators have more
problems than ones in academic
buildings,•• said assistant director
of energy and planning Patrick
Miller.
"People knock the doors off
track . They throw things down the
shaft. They even hit the emergency
button to bypass floors when
they're in a hurry to get down to
· the first floor," Miller said .
"If people just left ti-fem alone,
they'd be fine," he said .
As it is, however, the contractor
that maintains UN H's elevators
(about 25 of them) keeps its
maintenance man at UNH for
three quarters of his time. The

remaining quarter of his time is

Origin~lly built in Lynn, Mass., the Durham Railroad Station was moved by rail to its new location
where 1t served passengers for more than 40 years. It now caters to a different crowd. (Steve Dodd photo)

·I rustees. Sanders is an attorney at
Hampton and is legal advisor to
the board. Gaziano is from Epping
and president of Tyco Laboratories.
The search committee will be
meeting within the next few days to
initiate the selection process for a
new chancellor.
An advising committee, which
will assist the search, has not yet
been formed.
The advising committee will be
larger than the search committee
and consist of "representatives of
the University System constituencjes and the public," Morse
said.
The chancellor's duties are that
of chief administrator for the
state's public higher education
system, including UN H, Keene
State, Merrimack Valley and
Plymouth State Colleges and the
School for Lifelong Learning.
' Poulton is leaving the University
System to become chancellor of
North Carolina State University.

spent repairing elevators elsewhere
in the area.
"We are certainly their biggest
customer," Miller said.
Stoke's elevators are heavily
vandalized, which makes them

more susceptible to malfunctions,
Lt. Ryan said.
··Even a piece of paper or
cigarette butt can cause a heavily
vandalized car to stop," he said.
Such litter, lodged between car or
lobby doors, can prevent safety
devices called interlocks from
lining up. When this happens, the
elevator car stops right where it is.
That could be what happened on
Wednesday. ··There was a piece of
paper caught in the outside doors,"
Jankun said. "That's what
probably did it."
Jankun took her unexpected
stay in the elevator in stride.
"I just took my coat off, put my
bag do,wn, and sat down to wait for
someone," she said.
"An RA came by and yelled
'Anybody in there?' I told him I
was. He kept coming back to make
sure I hadn't gone anywhere. I told
ELEV A TOR, page 4
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NEWS IN BRIEF

He may be messy; his work isn't

IIITERIIATIOIIAL
_Destroyer sits near El Salvador
WASH INGTON--Defense officials said Wednesday that the
·. United States Navy has stationed a destroyer equipped for electronic
surveillance for the last two months off the Pacific coast of
Nicaragua and El Salvador.
The officials said the ship's mission was to scan radio traffic in the
region and moniter the shipment of arms from Nicaragua to El
Salvador. The arms are believed to be supplied by the Soviet Union.
The officials also said that the destroyer's mission was "routine."

Brezhnev "claims nuclear 'parity'
MOSCOW--The USSR is ready to halt nuclear arms production
and is ready to start talks with the United States on reduction of
strategic arms, President Leonid Brezhnev said Wednesday.
Replying to an open letter addressed to him from President
Reagan and an Australian organization for disarmament, Brezhnev
also said the Soviet bloc countries have reached parity with the
western countries in Europe and he wants to keep that parity at the
•·1owest possible levels of armament."

Martial law extended in Poland·
WARSA W--ln the first meeting . of the Communist Party's
Central Committee since martial law was imposed Dec. 13, General
Wojciech Jaruzelski announced an exte.nsion of martial law in
Poland.
The general said information.on revisions of rules and laws under
.martial law will soon .be published and blamed the delay in lifting
martial law on tensions, poster campaigns and ,rash acts.
The genera_!, also proposed a national revival in which the
government w·o uld work with the Roman Catholic Church, workers
and intellectuals.
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Watt asked to pay for parties
WASHINGTON-:The comptroller general said last Tuesday that
Interior Secretary Jai:nes Watt must re_imburse the government
$4,300 for two Christmas parties he held last year.
The opinion is expected to be the main focus of debate at a
conger~si~nal hearing · topay on Watts' use .o(hjs social build.ing, '
Arlington 1-jouse.
_
.
. .·
·
The two parties, held by Watts' wife Leilani, included·a breakfast
for Cabinet wives costing $1,921 anq a cocktail party for about 220
people costing $6,921.

By Barbara Norris
Surrounded with research
equipment, reading materials,
horseshoe crabs, and hastily
scrawled memos, Winsor H.
Watson Ill, assistant professor of
zoology, is a man content and at
home with clutter.
•Td love to have a nice, neat
desk," he said. •·1t'sjust low on my
list of priorities."
His lab is a picture of ~haos.
Microscopes, TV monitors, fish
tanks, and numerous jars
containing curious substances
occupy an overwhelming amount
of space. Lucas, his dog, wanders

around, making himself at home.
already compares favorably with
At least six students are in the
others in his field," said John
room at any given time, and
Foret, zoology department
Watson appears to be everywhere
chairman. ••1 think he will develop
at once, offering asistance,
into one of the leaders in his area of
encouragement and an occasional
interest."
joke.
Watson, who specializes in the
"Working in the lab next to him
study of the nervous system, work~
is like working in the eye of a , -. mainly with the limulus(horseshoe
hurricane," said John Sasner,
crab). His research centers on the
professor- of zoology. ••He leaves
neurological controls of behavior.
messes everywhere."
••one of my greatest professional
Though his lab appears
achievements was the demonstramuddled and unorganized, 31tion that complex behavior can be
year-old Watson knows what he's
centrally programmed," he said.
doing.
••win is open-minded in his
••Watson is fairly young, but
research," said John Coughlin,
zoology graduate student. .. He's
not afraid to take chances. If
s_omething looks good, he'll try it."
Tugging on his rust colored
beard, Watson expressed
annoyance with recent budget
cuts.
••President Reagan is the worst
thing to happen to research in my
entire career," he said.
·•we're all working within a
bare-bones budget. Due to
increased emphasis on military
spending, research in my field has
been severely depleted."
According to Sasner, Watson
makes do by .. borrowing
everybody else's stuff."
••1 guess it's not his fault," he
said. ••1 remember I had to fight the
. University for two years just to get
a sink installed in his lab-."
Watson, dressed in a baggy
brown sweater, blue jeans, and
clogs, does not portray the
stereotyped version of a college ·
professor.
.,.
••He's a laid-back remnant of the
I 960's," said Coughlin. ..He's
independent and dresses the way
he wants. He doesn't conform."
Jon Witman, zoology graduate
student, describes Watson's ·
personality as "refreshing
compared to the conservatism of
'. ' some professors.1'
· Watson says his' primary goal in
life is to achieve self.'..sufficiericy.
He lives on a farm in Madbury,
complete with pigs, sheep, dogs,
and 20 acres of land ready for
cultivation.
·
'
WATSON, page 6

€harlie Daniels to play at UNH

Crain plays lead and sli"de guitars:
the band's only platinum album
By Matt Purwinis
Fred Edwards and James Marshall
The Charlie Daniels Band will and is dedicated to their friend and
are on drums and percussion, and
be performing in Snively Arena on fell ow southern rocker Ronnie
Charlie Hayward fills out the
Sunday, April 25 at 8 p.m., Van Zandt.
rhythm section on bass guitar.
Van Zandt was a member of the
SCOPE president Dave Carle has
Prior to headlining his own
Lynyrd Skynyrd band and died in
announced.
band, Daniels was a session
.
Ticket prices for the show will be a plane crasll. in 1.978.
musician in Nashville. In 1966 he
The COB, as called by fans, are
$8.50 student and $10.50 nonappeared on Bob Dylan's
student and will go on sale shortly also famous for such songs as
·•Nashville Skylin_e" album .
.. Birminghapi Blues," .. Long
after spring break.
More recently his trademark
The concert will cost $30,450, Haired Coun_try Boy," .. Red Neck
cowboy hat, beer belly fiddle
including security and other Fiddlin' Mari," ~•Carolina," "High
playing and down home drawl
DUR HAM--Windsor Sung, a UN H civil engineering professor
expenses. The ~and> sound and Lonesome" and ··saddle Tramp."
have appeared in ads for Skoal
In addition to Daniels, the band
recently won a $2.500 award for significant chemical research in
light equipment are estimated at
tobacco and Busch beer.
has five other musicians. Tommy
water and wastewater treatment.
$25,000.
The reward was awarded to Sung for a thesis written at the
UNH will host the band on the
California Institute of Technology studying how manganese
first leg of their ·•window World
oxidizes faster in the presence of oxidized iron.
Tour '82."
James Morgan. a Cal Tech professor who was Sung's thesis
.. We're catching them at a good'
advisor shares the award.
time. This spring will be their
larger, promoter tour where the
fall will be a smaller scale tour of
colleges. They'll have three tractor
· students listened to Tacy describe
trailers of equipment instead of By Barb Riley
each school and exchange criteria.
two," Carle said.
Applications arc now being
.. The New England Land Grant
No warm up band has been accepted · for UNH students
Exchange is more academic than
announced.
interested in part1c1pating in
_ our <!thcr programs. In order to go
The Charlie Daniels Band has
cxhcange programs.
DURHAM--The National Audobon Society Expedition Institute
on this exchange. you have to find
released
12
albums
since
they
Students
will
be
able
to
has announced a scholarship program for high school. college and
. formed in 1972. ·
exchange places with students at one of the courses there that we
. iraduate students.
Seven other "Volunteer Jam"
New England Grant Colleges. the don't offer here," she said .
Application forms and instructions arc available until August 15.
New _ England Land Grant
albums
have
been
released.
These
University of North Carolina at
1982 by sending a stamped, self-addressed Number 10 envelope to
Colleges include Univcr~ity of
albums
are
songs
performed
at
Chapel
Hill.
and
the_
popular
Scholarship Committee, National Audobon Society Expedition
Maine at Orono. University of
yearly jams sponsored by the band.
Caifornia Exchange in the fall
Institute, RFD I, Box 149B, Lubec. Maine 04652.
Connecticut. University of
These jams also feature famous
semester of 1982.
southern musicians from various
"We will not be continuing our Massachusetts, University of
bands.
exchange with Chico State Rhode Island and U 1mcrsitv ol
·
Thebandbecamewell-know~in
University," Carolyn Tacy. Vermont.
The Uni\'crsity of North
.1972 with his first hit record
coordinator of the exchange. said
at a preliminary exchange meeting Carolina at Chapel Hill exchange
entitled ··uneasy Rider." The band
program wiH be accepting only five
struck
it
big
again
in
1974
wi'th
the
in
·
Today will be sunny and less windy, with highs in the mid- 20\.
M the Strafford
· I u · Room
B · of
1d · the
students, said Tac\'.
South's
cmoria
n1on
u1
1ng.
fiddle-rich
single
·•The
according to the National Weather Service in Concord.
Tl
d
Tacy said tlic California
Tonight will be clear but cold. with lows around 10 and abO\c.
Gonna Do -It."
rnr~ ay.
.
·
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Sewage plant accepts
award, but loses suit
By Peter Schlesinger

Cutbacks at the University are hitting more than budgets. (Tim Skeer photo)

Studen ts can study at Cambr idge
By Maggie McKowen .
Director and Professor of English
..My hope as incoming director
· uNH students are· invited to
Robert Hapgood said.
ls to make the program even more
study English Literature and the
"We keep a balance of three -attractive and available to UN H
Humanities · for six weeks this
Cambridge and three UNH
students." Hapgood said . "In the
summer at Cambridge University
professors. This year the UNH
past. the program's percentage of
in England.
professors will be Marc Swartz.
UN H students has been about I / 3
The Cambridge Summer
M ichacl Dcporte and Myself."
of the 55. or 20 students. Wc'd •tike
The studies also involves
Program\ tuition is- $2350 which
to manage lo have an even larger
excursions to see plays on Monday
proportion."
includes course study. room.
Students arc invited to attend a
and Thursday evenings and on
board and travel excursions to
weekends. This year th·c- pre-Cambridge party and slide
various dramatic. productions in
Cambridge Festival will take place
England.
show al the Elliot Alumni Center
·
during two weeks of the program.
"It's a serious learning
on Wednesday. March 3. Caldwell
.. His ( Hapgood\) plan is to take said .
experience but part of the program
·•1t·s a chance for alumni to get
is the exposure to English life." advantage of whatever shows are
playing. It's a terrific way to learn
Hapgood said. •· A very important
together and for students to
drama." Caldwell said.
become familiar with the
part of the program is the
Students attending the
program." Caldwell said.
opportunity to live in the country
Cambridge Summer Program will
whose history. literature and arts
More information on the
study. cat and room in a college of Cambridge Summer Program is
arc those you arc studying."
the university called Trinity Hall.
.. Each student takes two courses
available by calling Hamilton
.. There arc only one or two
Smith Hall at 862,.1313 and askng
which meet twice a week. They're
straight academic courses." univcrsititcs that have anything
for either Robert Hapgood or
like that." Hapgood said. "In
Michael Dcporlc.
Associate Director of the
England. the colleges arc the
Cambridge Summer Program
institutions to which people's first
Jean Caldwell said.
loyalitcs usually go. Trinity Hall is
Shakespeare. 18th and 20th
one of the oldest and nicest of the
century British Literature and
colleges."
English History arc courses that
The program enrolls approxhave been offered.
By Barbara Riley
imately 55 students nationwide on
.. These arc UNH courses. We
Next year's theme for
make arrangement individually - a first come. ~irst serve basis.
Richardson House will be changed
Applications arc due by April. I.
with Cambridge faculty members
from international to political
1982.
lo teach our students only."
expression.
.. We want to provide the
opportunity for the student to
explore himself politically. There
will be the possibility of having
various· governments in the dorm.
lectures and debates, "said Claudia
Robinson, a proposer of the
theme.
According to Robinson,
spent last year developing a strong
students in the dorm will be
By Maggie McKowen
program and arc at the stage of
expected to work on one project
The New Hampshire Small
alone or with someone else and
Business Development Program implementing elements 6f the
attend three projects of other
program's activities. "said Osgood.
(SBDP). in danger of closing Jan.
Congress has not yet
students.
31 when funds ran out. will now be
Robinson, who is interested in
a part of the School for Lifelong appropria_tcd this year's grants
which the SHOP has received
world issues said, "I would like to
Learning.
combine my project with the
"It appealed to us when most of for the last four years.
"There\ a possibility of (the
Political Awareness Group who
its federal funding had dried up."
may be putting on a slide show on
Liason Officer for the School for SBDP) getting federal grants."
Hapgood added. "but it's not likely
Islam."
Lifelong Learning Harold
George Cozonis, from Greece
Hapgood said. "It\ a great service because of the way things arc
and a UNH junior, said there was
· to small businesses in New today."
The School for Lifelong
some disappointment with
Hampshire and that's why we
Learning is currently the most
international students because
worked with them when they
appropriate place to relocate the
they weren't given a house by
approached us."
Residential Life but he thought the
'.' The feeling of the School for SBDP. Hapgood said .
theme would still interest foreign
"We have offices around the
Lifelong Learning is they're an
state which arc applicable to their
students.
available service in the state and
"I find, being an international
programs." Hapgood said. "The
we'll take them in for a time until
student, that politics is very
they become scl.f sufficient. .. program will still be able to work
with the faculty (al UN H for
interesting. It's a ho!,_subject and I
Hapgood said. "They're
don't think the interest will die." he
business consultations). This
developing programs over the next
forms a good network."
said.
six months and we hope they'll be
"The (SBDP) provides
Residential Life is working on a
self sufficient by June 30."
seminars. technological assistance,
more central location for foreign .
Director of the program
students for the 1983-'84 academic
William Osgood said the SBDP is and training to do with hazardous
waste." Hapgood said. "These arc
year, said Cozonis.
planning a hazardous material /
A screening committee will
waste training and . information the major areas of their work."
"We (the School for Lifelong
interview students who wish to get
center which will help it become
into the dorm, Brad Nichols,
Learning) adopted the program on
self sufficient.
.
Feb. I." Hapgood said ... It's a risk
president of the dorm, said.
"The training c;:ntcr docs not
Interviews will be in April or May ·
now involve .students. We (SBDP) but we think it'll work out."

A $244,249 Environment
Protection Agency grant awarded
to the Durham Public Works
Department will be used to
complete construction of the
town's sewage treatment/ compost
facility and pay for a settlement in
a suit filed against the town by the
contractor, for the project.
The suit, filed by Murray
Walter, Inc .• contractor for the
treatment plant, arose out of a
claim by the contractor of differing
site conditions, unanticipated
mass ledge encountered, as well as structural and trench ledge, on the
site. It was filed against the town
and Hoyle. Tanner & Associates.
the consulting engineers on the
project. The contractor will receive
$275,289 for the additional ledge
fotmd on the site.
According to a statement,
Lawrence O'Connell, Chairman of
the Board of Selectmen, said he
believes the termination of this suit
is advantageous to the town.
"The community now has in
operation a modern $7.4 million
Wastewater Treatment Plant/
Composting Facility as a result of
the efforts of the consulting
engineer. contractor, and the
Town to complete the project." the
statement said.
The facility, the first of its kind
in the nation. "is unique because it
will treat waste going into the river
and combine the sludge with wood
chips to be used as compost in
landscaping, roadside mainten- .
ance. and as loam for ballfields and
parks." says Durham Public
Works Director George Crombie.
The new treatment and
composting facility is "at least 50
percent more effective than the
present primary treatment plant."
says Crombie, as "the water
quality of the effluent being
discharged in to the Oyster River is
better than the standards set forth
by the EPA."
"The plant's construction was a
good deal, financially," says·

Crombie. Of the total cost, 95
percent was paid by the EPA and
the state. Of the remaining five
percent, UNH paid two-thirds and
Durham one-third.
The treatment plant is designed
to treat an average daily flow of 2.5
million gallons of sewerage per
day. Durham and the University
currently generate approximately
I million gallons per day.
This capacity should meet the
needs of Durham until the year
2000, when the town should have a
population of about 20,000 people.
The current populaiion varies
from 6,000 to 18,000, depending
upon when UN H is in session,
according to a statement released
by the town.
The new facility will also help
pay for itself. The sludge is
processed at about $15 per yard,
but by producing and using the
compost in local areas the cost
could come down to about $8 per
yard. The compost has been used
extensively for roadside
maintenance and beautification
projects in Durham, including
flower plantings on Main Street.
When the sludge is taken from
the treatment plant's settling
ponds, it is pumped into the sludge
processing area. It then comes off
coil filters on to a conveyor belt.
Once the sludge leaves the belt, it is
mixed with wood chips and the
mixture is then deposited outside
the plant on a concrete pad. The
pads have channels built in and
screens over the top to hold
aeration pipes.
Air is drawn through the
composting piles and is exhausted
into a smaller pile of finished
compost for odor absorption.
After about three weeks, the
compost is removed, screened to
remove most of the wood chips,
which are returned to be reused in
the mi~ng process, and allowed to
cure for four weeks before use.
The new cort'!posing fa<:ility has
SEW AGE,page 7

Mini-d orm gets politica l theme
and approximately 15-20 students
will be staying in the dorm.
"We hope we can get students
that we know want to work on the

theme," he said.
Richardson House

will

still

MINI-DORM, page 5

Univers ity takes over
small busines s service

With a cbanae in Richardson House's theme, this sign will be a·

cq~or'1 item next year. (Tim Skeer photo)
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-------.... ------~-D AIRY B A R - - - - - - - - doesn't have to. During lunch
, hours it's usually filled to capacity
with customers waiting for one of
the 40 seats to be vacated.
"There11 be a line along the ,
wall," freshman Amy Gledhill, a
Dairy Bar waitress says, pointing
to the back wall by the door. "It
gets hectic in here."
Beard has 20 employees, and
those who work at the Dairy Bar
seem to enjoy it. Five waitresses in
railroad striped aprons take orders
and serve customers in the booths

( continued from page 1)
School students and faculty are like sophomore Colleen Griffin,
But UN H's Dairy Bar has been
among the clientele.
"don't mind the hike."
singled out. Beard said a tourguide
.. Mainly those professors,
The ice· cream is perhaps what lists day trips near the Boston area
students, and staff that are located draws many to the Dairy Bar; it's and said the Durham Dairy Bar is
at this end of campus are our said to be creamier and richer than worth a trip for its quail eggs regulars. We have a couple · most and a small con·e sells for 60 unique bite-sized eggs.
hundred regulars," says Beard.
cents.
"When the university was
"It's too far out of the way,"says
"Oreo cookie and Almond Joy . conducting experiments with
junior Barry Goldberg.
are the most popular flavors right quails, they gave us the eggs to
Though it may be a distance for now," says Zamierowski. She sell," says Beard. "People still
some, "It's a good excuse for a claims that one of the benefits - or come in, and ask for the eggs even
walk" for others, such as senior drawbacks - to working at the though we no longer have them."
Peggy Berg, who lives at the other Dairy Bar is that she gets to eat a ·
With or without quail eggs, the
end of town. Ice cream fanatics, lot of the creamy dessert.
Dairy Bar is a place that's known.
The UNH Dairy · Bar is a
It's popular with the people who
· tradition for some and a nostalgic eat there, the food service students
place from the past.
who learn there, its employees,
"I've had employees that grew and event the train engineers who
up in surrounding towns and recall stop in for a cone. With tentative
some of their fondest childhood plans in the news for a new
memories were when Mom and Durham train stop Beard. is quick
Dad took them over to the Dairy to reply that it won't be the old
Bar for ice cream," says Beard.
depot, "they're going to hav~ to
The restaurant still serves kids, build a new station," he said.
mainly in the summertime when
It looks like the UNH Dairy Bar
Snively's swimming area is open is here to stay.
and Little League and other sports
·are around.
They're open until nine in the ·
summer and the outside cafe - its
tables surrounded by flowerpots
- seats another 40 people.
Now the Dairy Bar is open
( continued from page 1)
weekdays from 9:30 am to 5 pm
(Athletic Field Across From
and Saturday from I pm to 5 pm.
him I hadn't," Jankun laughed.
UNH is not the only university
She doesn't think her experience
The UNH Greenhouse)
with a dairy bar. The University of will keep her from using Stoke's
Vermont has a similar set up as do elevators in the future.
other colleges outside of New
"It was my excitement for the
day," Jankun said.
England.

or at the looped counter
resembling that of a 1960's malt
shoppe.
Two cooks work the grill
making hamburgers, hot dogs, and
sandwiches which are priced
between 60 cents and $1.50.
"It's the best place to work, "says
Jennifer Zamierowski, a junior
and two year employee at the
Dairy Bar. "It's fun and we meet a
lot of people."
Members of the football team,
coaches from the Field House, T-

WOODSMEN'S

TEAffl

SATURD AY,
FEB. 27th
on

·BOULDE R
FIELD

COMPETITIO N·
BEGINS AT

8:00 a.m.

News

·ELEV-ATOR·

CUSTOM

T-SHIRT PRINTING

'

,Businesses, clubs, organizations
ltats, totes, golf shirts,
' sweatshirts
Many styles available
No order too small

N.H. P~INTWORKS
3131 Lafayette Road
Portsmouth, N: H. 03801

Flash ....

PETER C. GREIDER
603-431-8319

SUMMER JOB AT UNH! Applications may- be
picked up iri the Recreational Sports Office, Room
151, Field House for the position of lifeguard at the
UN H Outdoor Pool. A. LS. and experience required;
·
WSI preferred.
·

Applicants shouid be prepared to work weekdays and
weekends 12-6:00 from June 19 to August 28, 1982.

Student Television
Network
will soon be aquiring a lot
of new equipment. ..

The

-

Student Rentals
· Apartments for rent for school year 82'-83'. Walking
distance to the campus. 2 bedroom apts. for 3 or4 students:
$6,800 for both semesters. I bedroom apts. for 2 students:
$4.400. Find your own roommate. For appointment call
868-5_542 and ask for Mike.

If you've ever thought
about joining and learning
to work with television-This is your chance!

Join STVN
Room llOMUB

University Theater
198 1-82 Sea,son
presents

OEDIPUS
OEDIPUS REX
by Sophocles
Directed by John Edwards
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
Durham
February 23-27 at 8 p.m.
February 24 at 2 p.m:
Preview: February 22 at 8 p.m.
General: $4
UNH student-employee/Senior: $3
Preview: $1
Reservations: (603) 862-2290 ·
Dinner-Theater Package
New England Center Restaurant

-. ·"'\ ,,..., t-
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PAGE FIVE

CALEIDAR

MINI-DORM

FRIDAY, February 26

f

( continued fr_?m page 3
house foreign students. First
semester international students
will not be commited to do a
project, but second semester .
foreign students will.
"We 're going to push them to get
involved. We don't want them to
stay just for the singles," said
Michele Cloutier, member of
MDEC.
The mini-dorm evaluation
committee (MDEC) accepted the
proposal consisting of a theme,
ideas and signed agreements for
projects with minor revisions
Wednesday, Feb. 17.

A TASTE OF TALENT: The Rainmen. Sponsored by The
Association for Student Talent & Entertainment" (T.A.S.T.E.).
Cafeteria, Memorial Union, 12 p.m.
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL: vs. Tufts and Northeastern. Sponsored by
Recreation Department, Field House, 7:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S EXHIBITION ICE HOCKEY: vs. Waltha,n Wings.
Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m. Admission: adults $3; students $2; UNH
students with ID $I; children under 5 admitted free.
LINDA WORSTER CONCERT:Sponsored by St. Thomas Moore
Core Group. Catholic Student Center, Madbury Rd. 8 p.m.
Admission: $3. Tickets on sale at MUB Ticket Office, Catholic
Student Center and at the door.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Sophocles' tragedy, "Oedipus Rex."
Directed by John Edwards. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts
Ceriter, 8 p.m. Admission: USNH Students and employees/ senior
citizens $3; general $4.
MUB PUB: Crossfire. Sponsored by MUSO. 8 p.m. Admission: $2.
UNH ID/ proof of age required.

Rel0:_xed Italian•!Jini~g _

Sunday Buffet
Every Sunday 12-4pin

$4.95 per person
Includes:

Small Salad

' Your choice of
Chicken Florentine
Haddock Parmesan
Manicotti
Zucchini Terrammo ·

( continued from page I)

for next year's Caboodle is a
campus safety map which will
outline "safe" paths and walkways
on campus. Accompanying the
map will be a text of safety
precautions designed to increase
Dinner:
student awareness of crime
4-8 pm
prevention techniques.
Mon-Fri 11:30-2:00pm
On order are emergency
Fri & Sat 4-9pm
whistles, to be used in case of.
-Sun 4-8pm
trouble. The campus emergency
number will be printed on the side
the whistle.
of "We
don't know how to ,_______...-i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- .

Mon-Thurs

distribute them yet," said
Flanders, "but they will provide a
sense of security." Flanders said he
hoped use of the whistles would
alert "responsible members of the
-~ ommunity."

,.

Students, FacuHy, & -.Staff
St~dents for Re~ycli°rig is -Recycling

Susan,
·'.

Thanks for the
1st year.

Glass
Aluminum
.and -M~_tal

SATURDAY, February 27

INTERCOLLEGIATE WOODSMEN'S COMPETITION: New
England college students compete in an old-time lumberjack's
contest. Sponsru:ed by UNH Woodsmen. Boulder Field, all day.
EIGHTH ANNUAL UNH JAZZ FESTIVAL: Competitign for
high school jazz bands, combos, and choirs. Competiton held at
Memorial Union, Paul Creative Arts Center, a_nd Oyster River High
School, beginning at 8 a.m. and ending at 5:30 p.m. Non-festival
members may attend the competition events througout the day with
purchase of a $1 ticket. For further inf6rmation, contact the Music ~
Department, 862-2405.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Maine. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
Admission: reserved $5; general $3.50. Tickets not sold in advance.
For additional information. call 862-1853.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Sophocles' tragedy, "Oedipus Rex." .
Directed by John Edwards. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 8 p.m.
MU B PUB: Les Zippo Codes and The Rainmen. Sponsored by The
· Association of Student Talent & Entertainment (T.A.S.T.E.). 8
p.m. Admission: $1. UNH ID/proof of age required.
SUNDAY, February 28

WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS: vs. URI, Lundholm Gym, Field
House, l p.m. Admission: adults $3; students $2; UNH students
with ID $I; children under 5 admitted free.
MUSO FILM: "Closely Watched Trains." Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $1 or season film pass.
UNH JAZZ BAND CONCERT: Phil Wilson, trombone, is the
· featured guest artist. The Seacoast Jazz Band will also perform.
Sponsored by the Music Department. Johnson Theater, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission: general $3; available at the
·
door or the MU B Ticket Office.
MUB PUB: Jimmy Jay(formerly of the Beach Bqys). Oldies mixed
with newies. Sponsored by MUSO. 8 p.m. Admission: 50¢. UNH
ID/ proof of age required.

at the Leavitt.Service -Cent.er
Rt. 4, Durham
Sat.-9-2

I love you.

Volunteers WelcomeFor more info· ·call 742-4664 ·

SEA
QUARTER

MONDAY, March 1
You can be a student-sailor for a college
semester aboald the 95-foot U.S. Coast
Suard inspected SCHOONER HARVEY
SAMAS£. From New England to the Caribbean, the sea is your field laboratory in a
practical and intensire educational adventure. SEA QUARTER is sponsored by
Northeastern University and courses
taught by faculty members. You will earn
full credits in sciences and humanities
and the credits may be transferred. For
curriculum, cost and schedule, write or
telephone- ·

DIRIGO' CRUISES
39 Waterside Lane, Clinton, CT 06413
Telephone: (203) 669-7068

We create
hairstyles for
lifestyles
at

UNIVERSITY AR_T GALLERIES: Two exhibits. "New Friends:
Recent Acquisitions" and "An American Icon: Niagara Falls." Art
Galleries, Paul Creative Arts Cetner. Hours: Mondya-Thursday, IO
a.m.-4 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 1-5 p.m.; closed Fridays and
University holidays. Continues through March IO.
NEW/ OLD CINEMA: "Nights of Cabiria." Directed by Fellini.
Sponsored J>y M USO. Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m .

Town & Campus
Record Room
.Week end Specials

TUESDAY, March 2

Loverboy $5.99
Hooked On Classics $6.49
Quarterflash $5.99
Simon & Garfunkel
Concert in the Park $11.99
Plus an absolutely terrific ·
selection of special price
albums in both classical
and rock.
And ... our best ever choice
of classical cassettes in the
$3.99 and $4.99 price categories

RAIR~t~B
ONU:ffiEOD
29 Main St. Durham

~-. -~

~

.

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Renaissance Humanism.
Donald Wilcox, History. Room 127, Hamilton Smith, 11:10·
12:30 p.m.
-

.

,
-MUSO FILM SERIES
- - -presents

-

CLOSELY
WATCHED
TRAINS
Academy Award winning foreign film

Sunday Feb. 28th -.
7 & 9:30 pm
Strafford Room, MUB

- - -- ~ - . , . __ .. . .-..:i_ _ _

~~~~aM~lfk~pr.:;~ ,.
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---WAT SON---

NOTICES

(continued from page 2)

"I don't want to put up with
. society's bullshit," he said. "My
River
Animal
Hospital
will discuss her· practice.
ACADEMIC
lifestyle is conducive to my
Thursday, March 4, Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
WS.BE FACULTY ADVISING: Open to all ~~H
personality; I like being able to live
students. Monday thru Thursday, WSBE Adv1smg
PHI MU EPSILON NEW MEMBERS INITIATION:
in a house where it's cool to leave
Office, I :30-3:30 p.m. Faculty advisors for the week of
Membership in the mathematics honor society is based
my front door unlocked and ride to
March 1st are Professors Barlow, Puth, Deluca, and \
on having completed a minimum of four math course and
an intellectually stimulating job. I
Thompson. ·
achieved a certain performance lev~I. If interested,
need that balance in my life."
TUTORING FOR INTRODUCTORY ECONOM_ICS
contact the Math Office, Room M312, Kingsbury.
Watson says his social life is
COURSES: Sponsored by Omicron Delta Epsilon.
Forms due by March I. 1982.
"crazy but not wild," and describes
Every Monday and Wednesday, Room 208, Whittemore
SOCIETY FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING LECTURE:
himself as "a typical sixties rock-nSchool, 2-4 p.m.
William and Linda Bahan. nationwide lecturers and
roller."
instructors on Wholistic Living. will discuss "The
"Rock music used to be a type of
ATHLETICS & RECREATION
Creative Use of Emotions. "Tuesday. March 2, Room4t',
philosophy," said Watson, whose
Hamilton Smith, 7:30 p.m.
TRAP AND SKEET CLUB SHOOTS: We will be
favorite groups include the Rolling
shooting 2 9aliber pistols and rifles and, weather
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB LECTURE SERIES: Slide
Stones and the Grateful Dead.
permitting, trap and skeet. Sunday, ~ebruary 28_. For
show presentation on "Services For the Mentally
.,Musicians used to work towards a
more specific information and locat10~, contact club
Retarded." Speaker is Daniel Duffy fro!ll Great Bay
quality performance; now it's just
officers, advisors, or the club sports office at 862-2031.
· Training Scbool. Everyone Welcome. Tuesday, March 2,
another big business."
New members welcome.
Room 104, Conant, -12:30-2 p.m.
Watson spends his limited spare
time going to movies, experimentAMERICAN SOCITY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS: Dean
CAREER
Melvin will speak on the purpose and importance of
ing with photography, working on
.. EXPLORING MAJORS WORKSHOP: Decision
Engineers in Training. Sponsored by A.S.C:.E. student
the farm, and playing electronic
making. Futures Program sponsored by Career Planning
chapter. Tuesday. March 2, Room 311. Kmgsbury, I
games. Of the last he says, "they
and Placement Service, Counseling and Testing Center,
p.m .
and Liberal Arts Advising Center. Monday, March I.
are a good way to get a 25 cent
Grafton room, Memorial Union, 3-4:30 p.m.
thrill."
UNH SIMULATION GAMES CLUB: Roleplayingand
EXPLORING CAREERS WORKSHOP: Exploring
· Sasner describes Watson as
preparation for spring convention, Friday, February 2?; ·
Career Options. Futures Program sponsored by Career
"generous and easy to like. i,
Play testing games, Saturday, February 27. Both held m
Planning and Placement Service, Counseling and Testing
the Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 6
"Just about everything's cool
Center, and Liberal Arts Advising Center. Tuesday,
P·!Y'·-close.
with
him as long as you give him
March 2, Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2
space. He's impulsive, but all ·
p.m. Will be offefed again on Wednesday, March 10,
neurobiologists are crazy
Sackett House, 7-8:30 p.m.
.
COllNSELING AND TESTING
anyway," he said.
RESUME CRITIQUE: An opportunity for students to
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES: Test Anxiety
Academically, Watson was a
receive feedback on first draft resumes on a first-comefacilitated by David Cross. One of a .series of informal ·
first-served basis. Sponsored by Career Planning and
key figure in the formation of the
experiential
workshops
designed
to
help
you
explore
Placement Service. Friday, February 26, Room 203,
neurophysiology program in the
ways of understanding issues of personal interest.
Huddleston, I :30-4:30 p.m.
zoology department.
Sponsored
by
Counseling
and
Testing
Center.
SUMMER JOB INFORMATION: Information on how
"He fits •into the physiology
Wednesday. March 3. Counseling and Testing Center.
to find and apply for jobs. Sponsored by Career Planning
program of the department as a ·
Schofield House, 7 p.m.
and Placement Service. Monday, March I. Room 203,
whole," said Foret. "We didn't'
Huddleston, 6:30 p.m.
have a neurophysiol9gy
GENERAL
department until he came here in
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
1978."
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: Thursday, March 4.
PREVET CLUB: Dr. Andrea Leblanc of the Oyster
Phillip Hale Room. Paul Creative Arts Center, 7-9 p.m.
Coughlin described Watsot\'s
method of teaching as "a little off ·
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ; . __ _ _ __, ___Qte wall," but said, "his enthusiasm

SALON-125
Wash-Cut-Con.di-B low Dry
(with Rose) $5.00
High fashion Hairstyling
(with Sue) $10.00
With this adrertisem.en.t
Perm,anents $18.00
Choi<~e tJf curly-b,,dy, .etc.
,1/1/82-,1/,11/82
Hours: Mon-Sat 9-5
Walk-in -or- phone 664-5078
Located in Golden Shamrock Building
2 Miles North of Lee Circle on Rt. 125

The Night Grill

1n the MUB Cafeteria has

E-K-P-1-N-D-E-D
its services to include:

The MUB PUB
and

Sandwich Line
Open Monday - Thursday
4pm - 8pm

MANAGER'S ASSISTANT-Hotel on coast of Southern
Maine (Ogunquit) needs versatile person to assist with
reservations, gardening, housekeeping, guest services.
Salary plus room. May to Oct.,Writ~ Box 697, Ogunquit,
ME 03907

29

Tel.

Main St.
Durham
N.H.

868-7051

.'II[

t

carries out ·to students."
"He's the kind of professor you
want to do well for," said
Coughlin. "Sometimes I wonder
what I'm doing in this field, but he
takes a genuine interest in my
research. He really cares."
Watson says · he perceives
today's students as being
pessimistic· about life, and overly
obsessed with finding employment.
.
"I think the role of students is to
-provide. a creative turmoil for
society to react to," ·he said.
"Instead they are becoming
increasingly conservative rather
than standing up for wh~t they
believe in."
Watson would like to see
students expand their awareness to
include moral issues instead of
accepting situations as beyond
their control.
"Students want to evolve
through the university system
without any mutations that might
jeopardize future employment," he
said.
Watson admitted he can't really
blame students, since their
reaction is only a manifestion of
society at large.
,
... "We have no radical or -liberal
leaders anymore," said Watson.
"The open, clashing system has
been thrown out, money is the top
concern now."
Watson is a man who sets high
standards for himself, professionally_, and personally.
"It's the only way to operate in
society today," he said. "You must
have a vision of what kind of
person you want to be and work
towards that goal. I will always
have a fantasy factor in my life that
I might never achieve."
Watson is relaxed, mellow and
cool. At the same time he is
energetic, animated, and
stimulating.
"Win is loose and laid-back but
is also a whirlwind of energy going
off in many directions at the same
time," said Foret. "He always
appears to be in a frenzy of
ac;tivity."
FEB 26-MARCH 4

T

Hours: Mon. - Sat. 9-5:30 p.m.
Thu.rs. & Fri. till 7:00 p.-m.

ROOM

DRAW

.

.

At 6:30 & 8:30
Sun 6: 15 & 8: 15

HEARTLAND

1s .

·COMING!

THE STONE CHURCH
on the hill in Newmarket

Fri & Sat., Feb. 2~ & 27 -

BIG16
featuring Joe Gramolini, member of Southside
Johnny & the Asbury Jukes for 3 years.
"One of the most enjoyable bands around!,,_ Boston
Globe 12/28/81

------·- --------$1 .00 off with this ad before 9:00 Friday

Sun. Feb 28

SAMMIE HAYNES
No cover- Happy Hour All Night!

...
t

I •
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( continued from page 3)
just been awarded the sixth annual
New Hampshire Outstanding Civil
Engineering Achievemen t Award .
A bronze pla4ue commemor ating the award will be presented to
Town officials by the New
Hampshir e Section of the
American Society of ' Civil
Engineering . headed by President
Theodore Macleod. at the group's
annual ban4uet in May.
Criteria for the award. as
outlined by Ma·cleod, are
"excellence in engineering skills
representi ng a significan t
contribution to mankind I and
engineering progress ... uniqueness
and pioneering aspects in design
and constructio n ... environmen tal
consideratio n and compatibili ty.
economy in initials and
maintenanc e costs, optimum use
of materials. balanced regard for
utilitarian and aesthetic values and
resourcefuln ess in planning and in
solution of design problems .. ;
energy conservatio n and unusual
aspects ." '

PAGE SEVEN

Summer Employment" ·c~fupYou ngJudaea.A mherst,
N.·H.
'( ~sident. Co-cd : I hour from Boston) i~
.in need of l>epurtmenl Directors and ·
· ActiYily Specialists for this summer iw.
Afhletics. (jymnm,tics. Swim Instruction
( W~I). Watl'T~kii1ig. Sailing. Aris &
Cruft~. (.'.1mpcrnfl. Israeli Dance.
Dr.inm . 1~ri1cli Folk Song. Rilkry.
Tcrrni~. Photography. Office ·Personnel .
and l\ur~es (R .1'.). Fx..:cllenl Sal.rries
and fringe henefils. Plea~e contact Dr. .
Charle~ '8 . Rotman. Director. 8 I
Kingshury St .. Wclblc,·. MA o:rno: '.(,17-237-9410.
. . .
I
.
•

SUMM ER at BRAN DEIS
Fuji GTSE Reg . $285 Special $249
Wind~or AM3 Reg. $335 Special $259.
Stop By And Te~l Rid~ An y Bike
Fn:e Spec~ On i\'h y Bike
Tune-ups Reg . $25 Now $18
(herhaub Reg. Sol Now $39

Durham Bike
Jenkins Ct.. Durham
Mon .-Thurs. Noon to 5
Fri and Sat. I0-2

Summer Jobs- Chaimbe rmaids wanted for hotel
in Ogunqui t, Maine. Salary, tips, and room
provided . Write or tel. Mrs. Blake, Box 555,
York -Harbor, Maine.
HELP WANTE D
Needed ASAP . l.in:-in housekeep ; companion (for one teen.)
Room 1 board_/ salary. Two blocks from campus. Must be sincere.
resourceful. Own transportati on prefcred. I Will considcs "job
shari11g" with two students alternating schedules. Call Kati ~fo85 I 90. leave message.
·

MUS O presents

Also •· Appea ring One , of Area's
Hottes t D.J.'s
Mark Constance

AN EDUCA TIONAL ADVEN TURE
JUNE 1 - JULY 2 JULY 6 - AUGUS T 6
Undergradua~e and Graduate ·Courses
Humanitie s, Social Sciences, Natural
Computer Scienres and Fine Arts
Theater Arts Program
Premedical Sciences Program
Near Eastern and Judaic Studies
Archaeological Field Research in Israel

Sciences,

Small classes taught by Brandeis Faculty
Suburban campus close to the excitement
of Boston/ Cambridge
Information, catalog and application
BRANDE IS UNIVERS ITY SUMMER SCHOOL
WAL THAM, MA 02254
617-647-2796

a sell out band
FRI DAY NIT E
MU B PUB

$2° 0 Admission
Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
ID/Pr oof of age needed
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-------EXCH ANGE------ (continued from page 2) ·

exchange at San Diego Staie wifl
be difficult for some students to

attend who have majors San Diego
does . not.

MENDUMS POND
Summer,Job afUNH!A.pplications may be picked
up in the Recreational Sports Office, Room 151
Field House, for the position of Outdoor
Maintenance Worker at the U.N.H. Recreational
Sports Facility at Mendums Pond.
Applicants should be prepared to work a forty-hour week
including weekdays and weekends 11 :00 a.m. -8:00 p.m.
from May 24 to September 6, 1982.

'

·

The cnteria for exchanges
include that a student have a
declared major, a 2.5 grade point
average, live in a dorm while on the
exchange.,. and be at least a first
semester sophomore.
A slide show of San Diego State
University drew cheers and
comments from Californians at the
meeting and currently on the
exchange progam at UNH .
The Californians answered
questions on dorms, transportation and places to go in California
for students attending the m~eting.

"A lot ot you have tha°C!;ummer
California dream of tans, beaches,
blondes and water," Tacy said.
"In San Diego there are vast
cultural differences and there
you'll see all kinds of races," she
said .
This week there will be an
information table set up in the
MU B Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday. Applications can be
picked up there or at _the Dean of
Students Office. The deadline for
applying to the exchange is March
3.

Applications for the

Stude·nt Alllbassador.
Council
20th CENTURY-FOX FILMS

are available at the

Slight Irregulars

IPGI

THURS- SUN. MATS
AT 1:00 ALL $1.00

Elliot Alumni Center

Winter Clearance Sale Now going on

OUT APX 2 :40
THE ENTIRE ~PEANIJTS" GAN6

..-.:E;.

New Hours:

~[g]arow■I'-'

starting

Mon, Tues, Wed, Sat 9:30-5:30
Thurs & Fri. 9:30-9:00
Sun. I :00-5:00

March 1

On the corner of Maplewood and Central Ave.
Portsmouth on the Kari-Van route

See Sherry Talbot

ALDO
NOVA

ALDI MEOLA

including:

ELECTRIC
RENDEZVOUS

Fantasy
Ball And Chain
HeartToHeart

Cruisin·

Foolin' Yourself

Black Cat Shuttle

See The Light

Passion . Grace
& Fire

WEATtER REPORT
01wn Mon. thru Thurs. 9-7 .
Fri. Y-Y, Sat. 9-6, not Sun. '

·

'WE CATER TO ALL MUSICAL TASTES

·

including:
Volcano For Hire/Current Affairs
Dara Factor One/When It Was Now
Dara Factor Two

v·

Somalia
Jewel Inside
. A Dream

f

,ww W.lV(' • country• jazz• sound tracks
• r & h h~1ugd (mt-outs, • also
<1< <PssoriPs, huttom, t-shirts, magazines
,.,
W(' huy & S('II uwd

LP's

N1CK LOWE
NICK THE KNIFE
Including:
He.t/Too Many Teardrops/Raining Raining
Stick It Where The Sun Don·t Shine

My Heart Hurta

'::·:

·. . .

.

-

_

.·:·:·.. : : . .

·.

··· __
·a·-/·::-·1
·.----

-- --1- 4-_
- ..

..

.

:_ '.·<

.

·..

.·.·

.. _:_.:_i·-: ... ::.- ·.

ADAM
AND THE ANTS
Prince Channing
including:
Prince Charming/Scorpios/Stand And Deliv
That Voodoo/Ant Rap

.
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University Forum
.L etter fro1n a Man-Hater

Jill LaFontaine-

Shouldn't the social implications of service
designed to protect women increase my dislike of
men? After all, in today's world, I not only have to
please men, but because ·of that same feminine
ideal, I have to worry about being attacked by
them.
Speaking of the "feminine" ideal...what's so .
wrong wi_th man-hating when, to sexually attract
most men, I am urged to w,ear spike heels which
deform my spine, restrict my movements, and cost a
small fortune? Looking through any female's
fashion magazine will show the naked truth behind
our concepts of feminine sexuality.Being sexual
· means having closets full of silky clothing, years to
put on the perfect face, and the immat~rity to bat
my eyelashes all night long. These requirements
insult my concept that I am a naturally sexual
being. There is ~ust no meaning to my sex~a~~!Y
r

Man Hating. Sounds radical for those who feel
that the way to solve the battle of the sexes is .
through the cooperation of humans. But, is it really
working together when the discriminatiop I
experience is ignored and denied by a majority of
people? Most comment that I am taking it too
personally. Well, it is a personal situation when it
· affects me.My belief in equal rights has led me to
demand that other people consider the impact of
sexism on our lives. As one of my favorite feminist
wrjters, Joanna Russ, pointed out: "There are two
kinds of women who never ha~e men: the very lucky
and the very blind." I have never been either.
Entering college often initiates even an open. minded person to the gr~vity of the ideolo~ical
conflicts of our time.I was no different.However,I
was not prepared for the day when I admitted that I
was a man-hater. Go ahead, jump to conclusions.
Before you go too far with your objections, though,
let me explain a few things to you.
First, why is it so wrong to disdain the negative
light in which females are portrayed within the
administrations of social institutions and, most .
notably, in. our media? Examining many of
President Reagan's social policies indicates a clear
discriminatory bias towards women, especially
toward black women. The fact that concern for
people continues to dwindle, while our defense
budget keeps escalating, should be enough to
convince us · that the priorities which most
legislators support · lack any degree of realistic
humanism:
An example a little closer to home might be the
consideration of the UNH Escort Service.This
helpful system only serves to remind me that i
should be in fear everytime I walk outside at night.
Who am I supposed to be afraid of? When I walk
though a crowd of men, the nagging thought that
one might decide to harrass me to reinforce his
masculinity makes me nauseous.That I even have to
go through this diatribe illustrates how much our
male-dominated society .h as harmed my life.

To have freedo_ _m_ to be

~qu~l 'we have to t_
o t~lly
realign our prio_rities
when it is defined by another person's ideal, simply
because ,} am the most attractive when being me and
not Cheryl Teigs. After all, I am only five feet tall
and ·nothing will disguise that the next morning.
The issue of sexuality raises the controversy of a
woman's right · to self-determination. Recently,
there have been discussions on whether to rescind
the nominal amount of choice a woman currently
holds to bear a child. The "anti-choice" faction has
apparently overlooked the significance of a
woman's degree of psychological maturity, in favor
of emphasizing her physical ability to become
pregnant. This lack of consideration for~ woqi~p's
life is enough to discourage ine- simply because I
am in danger of losing the right to decide my own
fate.
When people say it is a shame that I "chose"to be
a man-hater because it is wasting half of our hu_B1an

Jamie, walking along Pierce Street in ancient
Armagh, dressed in a borrowed suit and tie with a
brief case tucked under his arm, blended well with
th~ many young Protestant executives hurrying
home after a days work at McGee's, the local rope
factory. Pausing for a few seconds outside Annie's
Alehouse, he suddenly entered this cool, dark lair of
the enemy. Word has been passed down from
Provo head-quarters that the "Prots" who
murdered young Kevin O'Connor, on his way home
from mass last month, met here every Thursday
night. What happened next had been practiced
until Jamie felt he could have done it in his sleep.
His order of a scotch and soda met with the ·
anticipated snickers from the rough lads at the
. tables- ''Putting on airs?" - "Thinks he's the colonel
of the Queen's Own!" - "Want that in a tea-cup
lad?" After finishing half of the hated scotch, Jamie
went to the men's room. In exactly four and a half
minutes he walked straight out of Annie's and into a
small German car that was waiting for him. The
bartender never finished his thought that the young
man had left without his briefcase, and hadn't even
finished his drink. Right then - a pound and a half
of plastic gelignite with a cortex fuse and a
detonator exploded and moved everyhting in
Annie's out onto Pierce Street. Nine Irishmen died
quickly.
Four blocks away in a safe garage, Jamie
changed his clothes and got into his own small, fast
Ford. He just nodded to the garage workers who
stood around staring at him in awe. It was not an
unpleasant feeling to know that he was providing

.
Jill La Fontaine is a senior and goes to school sometimes,
_but only for the thought involved.

Suzanne Nelson

The Patriot
The six counties that compose NortfJ.ern Ireland have
been ruled by a predominantly Protestant British
government since the Norman Invasion in 1172 AD.
Today Protestant Northern Ireland wams to break free
of British rule and join the Republic of Ireland which is
primari(y Carholic. But the Republic is hesitant to accept
Northern Ireland and all its troubles into its domain.
Jamie, the fictional character of this article, has lived in
Northern Ireland under British rule all his life. He is a
member of the Irish Republican Army and is typical of
manr IRA members who consider it their duty to seek
revenge on the British.

resources, I laugh. What, I ask, has c;,ur society been
doing -all along with its belittling concept of the
female's contribµtion to humanity? And this is only
one example of Woman-hating: an attitude
practiced with a vengance for ages.
Man-hating can be considered an indication of
my lack of open-mindedness. But that's the purpose
of "man-hating:" to emphasize the lack of liberty
women have to develop an individual personality
and intellect. Rather, we are supposed to conform
to the ideal of femininity. And to conform to this
"ideal" is a distinctive waste of resources.
··
How de we begin to integrate all people's efforts
to insure equal rights and promote selfactualization. Simply passing an amendment to
guarantee equality will not fulfill this goal.
Becoming equal on a male's terms, also, does not
satisfy my personal need to develop myself. To have
freedom to be equal, we have to totally realign our
priorities. I will not be equal on a man's ladder
because I am not looking for power to push another
person into a course of action not acceptable to that
individual. ·
These concepts may sound radical. There is little
other choice for me as a woman living in a man's
world, sirice, if I conform to a male view of female
behavior f I would be denying myself. How can any
person desirous of becoming an individual do so
when chained to masculine standards of conduct?
Hating these rules of conduct, therefore, makes me
a man-hater.
If I were lucky, people would perceive how much
change is needed to balance human liveS'so that all
people would be able to develop positively. If I were
blind, the social malaise of the individual would not
be obvious and hurt me so much. But I am neither; I
am a man-hater.

Irishman with a chance to become involved in the ·
real fight for independence.
Then came the twenty mile drive directly south to
the border, but instead of using the main road to
Monaghan, Jamie drove into a large farm complex
and honked his horn three times in front of the
quaint carriage house. Lady Stewart, an old
English woman, hobbled to the window of his car
and merely _said, "Use the milk road - Bless you."
Driving through the pine woods in back of the farm
he though -of what his C.O. had told him about old
Lady Stewart - how she had joined the Republican
Brotherhood before the First World War. It was a
time when Irishmen of all faiths had worked, fought
and . died together to win independence for their
country. Jamie pressed the accelerator down hard
and grit his teeth when he remembered how the
·_English had shot the Irish poet Pearse and
wounded Connolly after the Easter uprising. "All
bleeding and bare," those were the very words his
mother sang to him as a child. He thought of the
treaty that England for-ced Ireland to sign in 1922, a
treaty which left six other counties of his Catholic
country under a bigoted Protestant and English
regime - they were really asking for trouble, and
Jamie would see that they got it!
"Himself is up in his room," Mrs. Morris called
over to her neighbor. It was good to hear his mother
use this flattering Irish phrase referring to him; a
phrase she had reserved for his father until his death
some years ago. He rarely though about his fathernow, he had been a good man though. It was
especially good to have his mother tuck him into his
own bed again, but then Jamie had always been the
special one to. his mother. John had gone into the
church, which was the way it should be for ·a n oldest
son, while Pat and Sean took over the farm and the
dairy.
"Jamie, you're a strange one," was the way his
family and friends responded to his quiet
separateness. He had never wanted to be a priest
and that bothered him. He had no interest in the
farm or the business and he wondered why. He
liked Noreen, but he liked her best when he was
alone, thinking of 'ber while working ·on his car.
"What's on your mind J_?mLe?" - "What are you-

thinking about?" How could he tell them of his
thoughts when he didn't understand them himself?
How many times had his solitude been interrupted
by these questions which couldn't be answered?
These thoughts began as far back as he could
remember, even it seemed, while his mother rocked
and fed him and sang those wonderfully sad songs
of Ireland's struggles to be free. He loved those old
songs and stories even more today, they were in his
mind all the time.
- As he had grown older he would sit for hours
outside the little pub in Castlebleney and listen to
the ale-quenched tenors as they sang of Malachy's
victory over the Vikings or the horrors of the Black
and Tans. It mattered not at all to Jamie that these
events were separated by nine centuries. The
. thoughts that thrilled him and the hates that drove
him were contemporary, real, and urgent.
Jamie felt as if he was standing by helpless as
Cromwell and his Protesiant .Roundheads carried
out one of history's most vicious acts of genocide at
Drogheda. He could feel the lielpless rage and
bitterness brought on by over a century ofliving in a
one room mud hut while absentee English
landlords forbade him adequate food, schooling,
even the comforts of his religion. His anger was
immediate and real at the failure-of Tone and the
hanging of Emmet. He cried when he heard how
Parnell had died on the eve of his victory, and of the
cruel shootings of Henery Joy and Tom Clarke.
Yes, Jamie was indeed a strange one. The Irish
Celts, sole survivors of the missionaries who
rescued all of Europe from its ignorance and its
darkness, had magically and completely
transformed Jamie. They had taken an ordinary
Irish babe, and by using their skill with language,
the only weapon left to them, had made Jamie over
into a terrible modern weapo·,, a weapon without
time, without reason, withou" mercy. They had
made him into a patrio~.
Suzanne Nelson hasfamily in Ireland and is concerned
with ihe trouble in Northern Ireland. This article is
intended to make people more aware of the conflict there.
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E:.dit_orialWomen's Center .concept should ·stand
This Sunday the Student Senate will make its
decision on what is fast becoming a controversial
issue-whether or not it should rescind the Women's
Center concept for becoming a Student Activity
Fee organization.
The Student Senate shouldn't.
Not becoming a SAF organization doesn't inean
the Women's Center can't get funding-it could
readily do this through the Programming Fund
Organization. But the arguments are flying fast and
furious on why the Center shouldn't become an
SAF organization. They include the following:
--the Women's Center, through its films and
concerts, would be duplicating services already
offered by MUSO and SCOPE. One of the
guidelines in the Senate's constitution for SAF
organizations is that they cannot duplicate services.
--the Center is a special interest group, because it
affects only women, and that people would have to
change their values if they joined the group. These
two arguments also would violate one of the
Senate's guidelines.
--the Center is a young organization, and should
stay with PFO funding.
--in the past, the Center has had administrative
problems. Once before, it received SAF funding,
but its concept was later rescinded.
--it's doubtful what kind of needed services the
Center could provide.
The arguments look impressive, but they can be
dismissed. Films and concerts are methods of
communication, and the use of them as educational
tools by the Women's Center doesn't mean a
duplication of services. Would the Center's
opponents be happy if it decided to stick with just
workshops, so as not to be afraid to duplicate
services?
Besides, whether or not the Center would
duplicate services is a matter of opinion. One could
~ake the ar~ument that MUSO and SCOPE

duplicate services because they both bring musical
entertainment to campus; or that MUSO and the
Student Television Network duplicate because they
both bring films; or that The New Hampshire and
The Commuter Advocate duplicate because they
both publish a newspaper.To become a member of any organization
requires that a student has some special interest or
skill. Somebody who hates music won't join
WUNH, someone who can't write won't submit
stories to Student Press, and someone who dislikes
editing won't work for the Granite . .
· If a person wants to learn about a specific
women's issue,just because they go to the Women's
Center doesn't mean that their beliefs will change.
College, and becoming a member of a student
organization, sometimes cause a change of values
or beliefs. It's called education.
Like it or not, women's issues affect everybody.
For obvious reasons, they affect women, but they
also concern men~ because men will always develop
relationships with women·, whether they be mothers
or daughters, sisters or lovers.
There is no other undergraduate organization
that offers the services and resources the Women's
Center does. This is why it should become an SAF
organization.
The organizations that have the least
administrative problems year to year are the SAF
groups. One of the main reasons for this is that the
organization's officers receive compensation
The past semester for the Center has been mostly
one of reorganization, since the officers and movers
of the group graduated and left the rest behind in
the lurch.
This doesn't happen in SAF organizations. A
new staff always ,applies for the compensated
positions in the spring, so as to have an overlap, and
so that events for the fall can be planned over the
summer. Compensation is the incentive for the

group to grow and develop.
But organizations t_hat receive SAF monies
through the PFO can't use the funds to pay for
compensations. Only groups that are SAF
recognized can do this. The PFO is also getting
strapped for funds, as more organizations apply to
receive money through it. It's doubtful that an
organization like the Women's Center could grow
and develop to its potential by relying just on the
PFO. Its proposed budget for next year would take
up almost a third of the PFO's budget.
True, the Center has had its problems in the past.
But what happened because of past members
shouldn't be held against the present membership.
Is there a proposal to drop the Granite from SAF
because -of the late books that were the
responsibility of past staffs?
It's only been recently that women in this society
have stopped being treated automatically as
second-class citizens, but the battle isn't over yet.
Most of the opponents to the Center start their
arguments with ''I'm in favor of the Center and
equality but.... " And it's that "but" that's the killer.
If the Senate wants to show its commitment to·
women's issues, then it should vote to keep the
Center's concept. Through its library (which
wouldn't be duplicating the ailing Dimond
Library), conc~rts, lectures and · workshops, they
can educate, inform, and enlighten the University
community on women's issues; on issues that won't
·
go away.
The Center is proposing a budget of about
$9,400, which would orobablv add about 75 cents
or so to a student's tuition bill. For the Senate
pass their budget is admittedly a risk, for there's no
guarantee that such a young organization could
·
fulfill what it hopes to do.
But what if it does, for only 75 cents a year per
student?
It's a risk the Senate should take.

Letters
,Swimmen
To the Editor:
I realize that no one is perfect.
Therefore, any journalistic piece of
work that is put together on a semiweekly basis by students with other
responsibilities is often filled with
imperfections. I can accept that. What I
can not accept is the quoting of a
person who was not even interviewed
by the reporter. This is not only
irresponsible, incompetent journalism
on the part of the paper and its staff, it
is wrong.
This happened in the February 23,
1982 edition of The New Hampshire in
an article titled, "Diver saves
Swimmen, 57-5(," by Sue Valenza . The
line read as follows: " 'I just gave up,'
explained a disappointed Sampson."
In my 13 years of swimming I have
never given up in any race.
I confronted editor-in-chief DuBois
concerning this matter. He told me that
• reporter Valenza had misattributed the
so-called quote. That it should have
been attributed to assistant coach
Markos. I did not say this _to Markos,
nor did he say this to Valenza. How can
someone in their right mind justifiably
attribute a quote (that was not a quote)
from one person to another'? This is at
best true incompetence, at the worst a
lie.
Though Valenza has done a
somewhat adequate job in reporting
swimming results to the student body
this year, I feel this incident cannot go
unnoticed. As an event like this only

defamates the character of the
supposed interviewed / quoted person,
it adds another mar to the already marridd led reputation of The New
Hampshire. I believe that it is not only
the reporter's responsibility but it is
also the responsibility of the editors to
the student body not to print lies.
This event also raises some
questions: What arc the sports editors
doing'? Editing'? A hard question to
answer after seeing this supposed quote
in the paper. Maybe the editors should
start reading what is going to print.
Isn't this their job'? Should the students
be supporting a paper that has
incompetent people on its staff who do
not seem to be supervised'? Should the
students be supporting a paper that
prints lies'?
In conclusion. I feel that the paper
should print a retraction. Abo, a public
apology from reporter. Sue Valenza;
sports editors Jackie MacMullan and
Steve Damish: and editor-in-chief.
Brendan DuBois is in order.
Douglas E. Sampson
Co-Captain. Men's Swim Team

Epicrus and
Abortion
To the Editor:
Richard Dewey's piece in University
Forum last Friday. (Epicurus and
Abortion) caught my eye because of its
provocative title. It raised my ire
because, after citing tl1e ancient Greek
philosopher in presenting his case. its
author proceeded to break a rule of
argumentation that dates back at least
as f.rr as Epicurus: Dewey resorted to

the argumentum ad hominem.
For centuries, debaters and logicians
have shunned ad hominem arguments
because they cloud the issue---indeed,
when they are most successful, they
actually replace the issue at hand with
one that is totally irrelevant: the
character or moral fibre of one's
opponent'. Implicit in this type of
argument is the erroneous notion that
if one's opponent can be proven a
hypocrite or a fool, ( or some other
version of "fallible human being") then
it necessarily that his arguments must
be invalid.
Implicit in Dewey's final paragraph
is the following claim of false
reasoning: I) Since many of the antiabortionists he has met are illinformed, short-sighted. and
irresponsible. a significant proportion
.of all anti-abortionists must be illinfo rm ed.' short-sighted and
irresponsible . 2) Since a significant
proportion of all anti-abortionists are
ill-informed. short-sighted\ and
irresponsible. it necessarily follows that
their arguments against abortion are
invalid and not worth considering.
Yet is not a valid argument valid
whether it be spoken by a wise man or a
fool'?
The argumention ad hominem has
long been recognized as an obstacle to
clear thinking. and has no place in the
intelligentdiscussron of complex issues .
By including it in his argument, Mr.
Dewey has proved nothing. and
accomplished little more than the
injection of an emotionally laden
diversion into an issue that is already
sufficiently charged with emotion.
Epicurus would not have been pleased.

John M. Mahoney

PFO
To the Editor:
The proposal to form a separate
PFO Council removes the purpose the
PFO was originally set up for. namely

that _o f representing the non-S_AF
organizations ana tneir mom:tary
needs on the SAFC Council. To
involve Student Senators and 8 top
PFO Organizations in a separate
council is both counterproductive and
involving unfair representation within
PFO.
If you were better informed you
would already know that any non-SAF
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PFO yes; SAFC no
'

.

interest group.
Many--including The New Hampshire-- argue
that women's issues are important, to both men and
women. This is true, and it is also true that the
Women's Center could provide a wide raRge of
services at UNH.
But the center is a young organization still and
needs time to prove itself.
The Programming Fund Organization ( PFO)
was formed to support special interest groups)ike
the International Students Organization, the
Campus Crusade for Christ, and the Society for
Wholistic Living. The guidelines set for the PFO,
(which now funds the Women's Center), even allow
an organization to request funding for a whole
semester at a time.
For the past several days the Women's Center has
been circulating a petition that reads in part, ••that
the Student Senate should pass the Women's
Center budget of $9,450, since their concept was
unanimously accepted as a viable Student Activity
F~e Organization."

By Jim Singer
The big fuss in the Student Senate and around
the bottom floor of the Memorial Union Building
this week regards whether the Women's Center
should receive funding, and if so, how.
The Women's Center should be funded. But it
should not become part of the Student Activity Fee
Council (SAFC).
The Student Senate has made it clear in the past
there is no room for special interest groups in
SAFC. And what is, by definition, a "special
interest group?" Says the dictionary: "a group of
persons having a common identifying interest that
often provides a basis for action."
The Women's Center, by their own definition,
will provide lectures, films, and workshops ••that
focus on feminist issues."
That--by anybody's definition--is a special

organization is a member of tht
Programming Fund Organization (of
which there are over 90).
These organizations elect the
PFO's President, Vice-President and
Board of Directors, which in turn hire
an independant Busin~ss Manager to
represent them on SAFC. Any
registered organization. that is not
funded by the Student Activity Fee,
should attend the annual meetin_g on
March 7 at 6:00 in the HillsboroughSullivan Room in the MU B. New
officers will be elected and the funding
process will be discussed at the annual
meeting.
Dave Carle, the editor of The New
Hampshire and any other interested
indi, i<lual~ or 011.wni1.ations interested
in the purpose and role of the PFO are
im·ite<l to at~en<l the annual meeting
on March 7 or talk with any of the
officers during posted office hours in
room 146B of the MUB.
Julie Lake
Business Manager
Gary Vaughn
Business Manager
Scott Metzger
Vice-President

To the Editor:
I read with great interest your
editorial in last Tuesday'sedition(SAF
funding needs changes). While I do not

-

. .. . ~

-The petition makes no mentio·n of the fact that i{.
denied SAFC funding, the Center will sti.11 be
eligible for funding through PFO.
Most students who signed this petition were not
~ware of this fact. They were led to believe that
without their signature, the Center was doomed.
This is not true. The"'Women's Center has the
capability to flourish under the current PFO
guidelines.
Careful scrutiny of the Women's Centerand their
potential beneficial relationship with the
Programming Fund Organization should be
addressed before the Student Senate decides this
Sunday night.
The Women's Center may some day become a
member of SAFC, and be awarded a budget on a
yearly basis. They may provide services which
benefit the entire University community.
But right now the Center needs time to grow, and
for that time, it should be funded as many other
similar groups are funded--through the PFO.

The SAFC is there to "Serve as the to try to justify his brutal policies and
disagree with the recommendation that
governing board for the Student behavior toward Africans during his
the Student Activity Fee Council
Activity Fee Organizations, to regime.
(SAFC) needs to be restructured, I do
maintain income and expense
In an attempt to solve this puzzle for
disagree with your proposed format.
The structure that you propose · accounting ... to develop and implement me, some friends pointed to the nature
would be to h;:lVe a PFO ( Programming assistance in financial and of activities of the sponsor
programming matters for both organization (Sidore Lecture Series)
Fund Organization) council that would
member and client organizations ... " which is presenting different sides of
take the "burden" off of the present
according to the Constitution of the "controversial issues;" my friends also
SAFC. The editorial also suggested
Student Senate, p. 62. I see this as a raised the issue of"academic freedom"
that the smaller organizations were
upset with the present structure of the committment of all of those S'AF' and expressing one's ideas.
Organizations to help the smaller
SAFC. The only gripe that I have ever
Quite f; ankly, however, these
organizations with any facet of their
heard is that there is "too much red
programming, i.e finding the cheapest explanations did not convince me at
tape" in getting SAF monies.
place to buy t-shirts, or by lending all, for I failed to see where the
At the present time, an organization
spot-lights for the Uance-a-thon. Alter controversy was. Racism itself, or Ian
must go through the PFO, the SAFC.
all, we are all students trying to look Smith being a racist? As to the former,
and to a board which will decide
we have always been led to believe
out for our best interests.
whether or not they have to go to
T. Spencer Wright (apparently mistakenly) that the vast
Senate.
SAFC Chairperson _ majority of the people of the world are
If they decide that the proposal needs
already convinced of racial and social
to go to Senate, then the organization
equality of all people and condemned
must go tp Senate also. I agree that this •
racism and racists, hence, there exists
is a lot of "red tape." but I do not agree
no controversy about them (at least not
that setting up another board is the
scientifically and among academics) ..
right way to solve this problem.
And as to the question of Smith
The smaller organizations do have a
being a racist, he proved it himself, not
voice on the SAFC: .. . The
only in his policies and actions, but
Programming Fund Organization is
even in his comments and speeches.
there to represent all of the To the Editor:
For if someone who refers to Africans
When I heard that Ian Smith (former'
"smaller"organizations on the SAFC.
as "uncivilized." "savages walking
If the smaller organizations have gripes Prime Minister of Zimbabwe - then
around in skins" and advocates a
with their representation, either they Rhodesia) will come to UN H to give a
separate set of ·policies for
should start using the members of the talk, I simply could not believe my ears.
"sophisticated Europeans" and
PFO as a voice. or they should attend It was a mystery to me how an
"unsophisticated Africans" is not a
the weekly SAFC meetings (held on academic institution could present the
racist, then who really is'?
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 12:30 in the opportunity -' and pay money to - a
If there exists the slightest doubt
well known and self-proclaimed racist
Grafton Room of the MUB).

Ian Smith

-- -

. . --

=···

·-

-

-=---~. :-- -:-·--- ---How·· MUCH ARE WE GOlij6-TO L.!T' HIM TA~E FROM OS fl

SPEAK OUT//

about a person who refers to the public
opinion of the world and voices of
humanity - concerning his regime's
as
racist policies in Rhodesia "present day fuss about so-called
fuRdamental human freedom," then
what does it take for us to be free of
doubt? However the organizers of
Smith's talk apparently believe that
one or both of these points are not yet
settled and they are still controversial.
Therefore, to our surprise. either
everything we have been taught about
human equality and freedom are up in
the air and issues yet to be decided
upon, or the selection of Smith is
merely a sign of bad taste and poor
choice, or may be even ...
Whatever the reason for Smith being
here, I think his mere presence at UNH
is not only an insult to the oppressed
people of the world and to the
conscience of humanity, but also a
direct insult to the UNH academic
comunity, its faculty and the student
body. and everything it stands for.
As to the question of "academic
freedom" I have nothing to say but to
express my sorrow that Hitler and
Mussolini are dead and cannot be
invited by the organizers of Smither's
· talk. to exercise their "academic
freedom" and discuss their
"controversial issues." And of course,
make a "few bucks."
Reza Jalili
WSBE
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· Departm ent of Recreational Sports _
Spring Instructional Programs
Aerobic Dance/Exerci se
Dance and exercise to music
provides a great \1/0rkout and an
enjoyable ways to stay in shape.
REGISTRATION : Room 151 of
the Field House March 3-12, 1982.
NOONTIME SESSION: The
program will run from March 22
thr.u April 30, MondayWednesday-Fri day, 12:00-1:00
p.m.
· The fee of $27 is payable upon
registration for full-time
undergraduate students and
.recreation pass holders; $36 for
non-recreat'ion pass holders.
CLASS SIZE IS LIMITED.
EVENING SESSION: There will
be 2 evenin_g session~lfunning from
. March 23 thru April 29, Tuesdays
& Thursdays at 5:00 p.m. and 6:30
p.m. The fee for the evening
program is $18 for full-time
undergraduate students and
recreation pass holder; $25
without a. pass. CLASS SIZE IS
,LIMITED.

AQUA EXERCISE
The emphasis in ·a qua exercise is
trimming and toning the figure
through exercise in the water and
on the side of the pool. This fitness
program uses water resistance to
exer~e th~ gross muscle groups
and to,improve cardio-respirator y
endurance. Also included are
stretching and relaxation exercises
to cool down.

WOMEN'S· BODY BUILDING
Create symmetry, proportion,
sha'p~ and muscularity. Feel
younge;r and healthier, and
,i.nc~ease ·. self-confidence and
psycho;logical well-being through
resistance training
REGISTRATION : March 3-12 in
Room 151 of the Field House. ·
. Classes will be held March 22.A pr i I 2 9, Mondays and
Wednesdays at 6:00 and 7:30 p.m.;
and Tuesdays .a nd ThUTsdays at
6:00 and 7:30 p.m.
The fee for the six week program is
$20 with a student ID or recreation
pas·s. and $30 without

YOUTH SWIMMING
INSTRUCTIO N
The youth swimming program
offers qu_ality swim instruction for
all levels of swimmers. The session
will vonsist of an eight-week series
of basic swimming instruction held
on Saturday mornings at the Field
·House pool.
REGISTRATION : March 15-19
in Room 151 of the Field House,
_9:00-4:00 p. m.
CLASSIFICA TION DAY:
Wednesday. March 24 from 4-6:00
p.m.
CJ.ASS SCH EDU LE: Saturdays.
March 27-May 15. One-hour
classes according to age and ability
b~tween 8:30 and 12:30 p.m.
FEES: All Children are welcome
to participate in the University
youth programs, whether or not
their families purchase recreation
passes . The fee due at registration
-i; $20 with a recreation-pass of $30
. without a pass.

THE fflR. UNH
.CON
TES
T
¥¥¥¥¥ ¥¥¥¥¥ ¥¥¥
Has been POSTPONED
until Saturd ay, March 27th
8:00 p.ni.
New Hanips hire Hal~
due to a change in format
of th~ competi tion.
Informa tion on Future Compet ition
will be advertis ed in upcomin g issues
of The New Hampsh ire.
,
For further info. and applicat ions,
call 868-1398

I

\ ;

See YOUR Wildcats on

OUR
Big Screen T. V.
Satur day Feb. 27th
and
Maine
Tuesd ay March 2nd
Northe astern

A Celebration of Book s
(March-· I st thru 7th)

At a quick glance, it might look like we've
reduced our commitm ent to books ... but we
haven't!
We've worked hard to aim for{iuality instead
of the razzle dazzle of quantity
We still have a long way to go, but we're proud
of what w~ have and our ability to_order what
you might ask for.
So come join in our celebratio n and save 20%
on all book purchase s .. ~paperba cks,
hardbacks , blank books, and music books!

At The

Book 'N Card Loft
(upstairs at Town & Campus)

Sponso red by UNH Ski Club ·

Visa. Mastercard . Free Gift Wrapping

.IJ.
,

I

tr
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Arts & Features
Oedipus Rex a stunning collabora tion of arts
By Martha Thomas
harmonious dance.
For the most part, this method,
The UNH productin of Oedipus
Rex combines, song, dance, visual influenced by both oriental
arts, and drama, for an effect that
Kabuki Theater (Ka: singing, bu:
dancing, ki: acting) and a
is at once dazzling and powerful.
The use of masks, original production that the National
modern music, and close attention Theater Institute's theater for the
to movement and choreography deaf presented at UNH last year, is
create a spectacle that is alien to successful.
It took a few moments of
anyone expecting naturalism, but .
aiwropriate as an exciting confusion for audience members,
modernistic approach to· accustomed to listening to the
same actor they watch, to adapt to
Sophodes' ancient tragedy.
The story of Oedipus is familiar. the idea of splitting their senses,
He is the man who attempts to but after this initial conflict, it was
refute the Oracle by controlling his possible for one to hear and feel the
fate, and at his own insistence of intensity of the voice while
truth, finds that he is the criminal watching a puppet-like masked
he seeks, and consequently, the dancer perform the gestures.
most miserable of all men.
At one point, for instance,
He is the man who slept with his Oedpius breathes sharply and
mother.
deepley in anger. The speaker (Jim
The play, as written is the Burkholder) provided the loud
unravelling of Oedipus's terrifying respiratory noises, as the dancer's
circumstances, with the use of (Laurie Kochanek) body heaved in
unison.
messengers, herdsmen, and
chorus, to a conclusion: "Make
Burkholder and Kochanek
way for Oedipus ... call no man worked well together. Burkfortunate that is not dead. The holder's deep, resonant voice.
dead are free from pain."
complemented the stature that
Kochanek 's bold, expressive
The words are fitting for
Oedipus, as he blindly stumbles, movements brought to the king.
banished by his own decree, into
It was evident that every 1
exile .. But for a modern audience, perfomer worked for precision and
the moral dilemma, incest, is one was aware of stage positioning at
that we are concerned with in only each moment wjthout losing any of
the most abstract terms--Freud has the sponta_neous energy of the
pointed to the phenomenon in pr:_9duction.
every day life with his theory of the
In a few cases, what might have
"Oedipus complex"; and the idea been problems worked in the
of a man refuting an Oracle is actors' favor. Scott Wilson
again a conflict that has no (speaker) and Erica Demme
(mover) as Creon, Oedipus's proud
relevance in our society.
brother in-law, were not a~ smooth
Furthermore, the script
demands only dialogue and as Oedipus; Demme's movement
questioning--in Greek drama the were abrupt, almost awkward, but
convention was for all action Wilson's vocal accompaniment
(battles, deaths, etc.) to appear off- was equally inconsistent and
stage:
consequently the Creon they
Director John Edwards and his created was appropriately
crew ot actors, dancers and unstable.
musicians has turned the
Elizabeth Duff's movements as
potentially static presentaton of Oedipus's wife/ mother Jocasta
Oedipus Rex into a visually were smooth and soft, a sign of the
sensitivity of the character beneath
exciting play.
Each character is portrayed by Monique St. Amant's harsh vocal
.two actors, the elaborately masked interpretation.
St. Amant also revealed the
and costumed "mover" and the
"speaker" who follows his or her difficulty of refraining from
partner throughout the play, physical expression; although she
timing words ~_ith movement in a managed to k~p_ her face st~tic,

Laurie

Kechanek

and

Jim Burkholder as Oedipus .

she clenched and unclenched her the wrists, so that with below was highl1ghted by great .
outstretched arms, the actor bronze-like figures hanging from
fists incessently.
beneath looked short and puppet- above. The weighty-looking
Although the movers had great
like.
·
ability, much of their success in
mobiles combined with the
The huge masks, white with costumes to belittle the human
creatin-g broad movements
bushy yarn-like strands of hair, beings in the play; Oedipus and his
reminiscent of puppetry can be
further enhanced the plasticity of . ~on temporaries are forever victims
attributed to costume and mask
designer Elsa Ward.
the movers.
The costumes were wide and
Gilbert B. Davenport's set, · OEDIPUS, page 15
~~.YY Looking. They draP.ed from _consisting of steps and platforms

Duplication of tea parties
Constance awoke with the sun in her eyes. It
·made her sneeze. Otherwise it was a beautiful spring
day, the kind that isn't supposed to appear until
April but occasionally sneaks in during March or
even February. She dressed quickly, putting on a
camisole, bloomers, a corset (her sister Prudence
had to help her with this), four petticoats, a blouse,
and a skirt.
It was Wednesday, and she was hurrying because
on Wednesdays she would meet her friends at
eleven o'clock and they would have a tea party
which would run late into the afternoon. She hailed
a cab outside her apartment building, and rode
downtown to Court Street, where they always met.
However, on this particular morning, as the cab
pulled up to the building, Constance could see that
all was not well. Far from being open, the place
where the tea party was held was boarded up, and
there was no one around, except for a sharp,
imposing Constable, who was standing in the
doorway.
.. Excuse me, sir." Constance said to the
Constable ... , have to get through."
.. Are you here for the tea party?" the Constable
asked.
"Yes, and I'm very late. I must get by."
••No tea party today. Sorry."
Constance was d~u-ibfounded..:- 1T ere was np fi
reason for this. At least not one that she could

by Todd Irvine

imagine.
••will the party be back nex_t week, then?"

•Tm afraid not. Fact is, the funds have been cut

off."

( Carolyn Blackmar photo)

l

••The funds have been cut off?"
··v es."
"But why?" Constance asked. "They never
warned us about this. We've been having tea here
every Wednesday for months."
~•Duplication of services."
"What?"
"Duplication of services. Apparently they feel
that if you want some tea you can go over to Bagg's
Tea Party on Duke Street, or to Crumm's on West
Street."
"But I don't want to go to any of those places. I
don't like them."
•'They don't care whether you like them or not.
The way they see it, a cup of tea at this place is the
same a a cup of tea at Crumm 's, and why keep two
tea parties open when you only need one?"
"But I don't go just for the tea. It's the
conversation."
"The conversation?"
"Yes. When was the last time you ever had a cup
of tea without a conxersation to go with it?" The
Constable was stuck f ran answer. Constance went
.Q.n , ''I don't think I !could have a decent
con:'crsa_ti_?-:1 ~t- Bagg or Crumm 's. I don't think .

I'd get on with the people there. Their concerns
aren't the same as mine."
"How do you mean?"
"All that ever gets talked .about there is dog
racing. I don't liJ(e dog racing. We don't talk about
it at our party."
The Constable, who had shown signs of
wavering, now slipped off the fence back onto his
own side.
"There you have it," he declared,
"Discrimination. That's why you've been shut
down. You discriminate against people who discuss
dog racing."
"That's not the point I was trying-"
_
"Tea is tea," thundered the Constable, "And you
had better get that into your head. This idea of a tea
party that caters to your own special interests is
absolutely ridiculous."
"But-"

"Good day, Madam," the Constable said. He
stepped inside the building and shut the door
behind him.
Constance stood on the street, wondering what
she would do. She certainly wasn't going to go to
Bagg's or Crumm 's, if only on principle. It was still
not quite noon, and it would be a nice day to have
lunch by the park. She began to look for another
cab.
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Rose Antosie wicz and BocCac cio would ,get along well
because the two· are "great'
cornice ( or frame section of the IOO
By Mary ann Luechauer
Rose Antosiewicz said she tales) as well as the stories monu~ents in history," she said.
"Boccaccio lowers his sights and
would love to m~et 14th Century themselves as LOO case histories of
looks at hunianity, not only
Italian author Giovanni Boccaccio human experience."
Past critics of Boccaccio's work divinity," Antosiewicz said .
to see exactly what kind of man he
"He believed that the only truth
was. Antosiewicz already knows have becom_e angry, according to
almost everything about the writer Antosiewjcz~ because they want to we can ever really know is human
she has been studying for 30 years. "reduce a complex writer easily truth, the here and now. He had an
Boccaccio would probably find and make one simple statement to extraordinary ability to see the
desc.ribe him."
naturalness o(human weakness. It
·
her amazing.
"This can't be done with
is weak only because society tells
A 12 year Professor of Italian
and the Humanities at UN H, Boccaccio," she said, gesturing us so."
The complexity of th~
Antosiewicz has an infectious sofly with her hands and speaking
Decameron has not "yet been fully
adoration of knowledge and excitedly with her eyes, "human
human understanding that makes reality is very diverse. Boccaccio exposed," Antosiewicz said.
"Boccaccio had an extraher an inspiring -educator and a shows in the Decameron that every
committed researcher. She . is, in individual does what he or she has ordinary ability· of understanding
short, a 20th Century Rennais- to do at a particular time and place hull}an beings, of setting them in
because that's how it musf be. His · motion and watching the
sance woman.
Antosiewicz currently divides stories are of individuals -outcome;" Antosiewicz said, "It is
he r t i m e· bet wee n c Ia s s e ~ , - attempting to come to terms with never twice the same."
~ As an example, Antosiewicz
construction on her ~-ictorian their humanity. Boccaccio shows
talked about the psychology of
home in Portsmouth, and the final i us what it means to be human."
Among the issµes Boccaccio love, something Boccaccio
stages of her research on
Boccaccio's · Decame,:on, a confronts in his work are several confronts often.
collection of I00 stories told by ten· "societal taboos," Anrosiewicz
"Two people can be in love.
people escaping the Black Death in said, like incest, homosexuality,
Both are human beings. However,
SfX between the elderly, and sexual
14th Century Italy.
their results and experiences are
"My love for Bocciacco goes' promiscuity.
"It is fascinating to see how entirely different," Antosiewicz
way.back," Antosiewicz said,. "he is
ve~y much a part of the . 20th -, Boccaccio deals with human said.
Rose Antosiewicz gets visibly
sexuality," Antosiewicz said,
Century experience."
The first research Antosiewicz . "usually we think of sex as a excited talking about the author
did _on Boccaccio was during strictly modern thing .. . he she has grown so cl9se to over the
graduate studies at -the University - ( Boccaccio) brings ,a lot of issues years. She shines. To · her,
together in a positive statement of Boccaccio's words and thoughts
of Cafifornia at Berkley which
are as valuable, thoughtful, and
followed a bachelors degree in · social ·c hange."
Antosiewicz's main attraction to poignant as they were..in the I 300's
French from Brown and a
the ancient author is his "profound if not more so.
Fullbright Scholarship studying
In her Portsmouth home,
humaness ."
comparative literature in Turin,
"He doesn't have the intellectual Antosiewicz said she tries to grow
Italy.
order and breeding of Dante but as many things as she can. On
Antosiewicz is, writing a book
his human understanding of the afternoons she watches the flow
that began as a sabbatical project
lower classes enabled him to write and the re-flow of the water behind
in 1977. She hopes to have the
a balanced ,'' work," Antosiewicz her home. She loves motion.
bo_ok completed tbis summer. ·
Rose Antosiewicz works hard to
said, "I have never lost my
"I am making a study of the
learn and to help others learn ; Life
Decameron," Antosiewicz said, fascination with him ."
Dante and Boccaccio are and the art of living are important
~·My approach is an integration of
compared to an extent in to her, as they were to Giovanni
the vast · prevailing critical modes
Antosiewicz's work simply Boccaccio.
of literature. I am looking at the

__ I

(Tim Skeer photo)

Rose Antosiewicz.

Correctio n
The photograph on page 17 of Tuesday's issue, of The New
Hampshire incorrectly identified designer Elsa Ward as
Wanda Karolczak .
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Memo rial Union Stude nt Organ ization
is now accepting applicatio ns for next year in the follo,ving positions:

A RTS & LECTUR ES
PUBLIC ITY DIRECT OR
PRODUC TION SECURITY

HOSPIT ALITY PERSON

DARl<R OOM DIRECT OR
OFFICE MANAG ER

I PAID PQSI TIQN S I
Applica tions and more Infonna tiort
Availab le in Room 148, MUB
DEADL INE TODAY!
I
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Women sensual, men titillated ·

Nina Auerbach read for Tuesday'~ .Writer's Series.
· (Tim Skeer photo)

By Kate Whelton
Last Tuesday at 3 p.m., Nina
Auerbach, author and professor of,
. English at the University or"
Pennsylvania spoke on .. The
Virtue of Demonism: Women and
Victorian Myths".
· The talk was based on some of
Auerbach's thoughts in the course
of writing her secoitd book, not yet
· published.
The presentation was more ·
confusing than enlightening;
Auerbach jumped from author to
author and book to book, losing
some of her audience in the
process.
The event, part of the UN H
Writer's Series, was co-sponsored
by the graduate school and the
women scholar's program. It was
geared mainly to English
department faculty and grapuate
students who made up the majority
of the audience.
Auerbach, highy regarded in the
field of feminist literary criticism,
is the author of several articles and
orie .published book entitle~ 1

Communities of Women . Her
recent work concentrates on the
representation of women as '
demons in Victorian literature.
Auerbach considers herself as a
"Victorian British person". After
spending half a day at UNH, she
commented that "'every-one here
seems to be an Americanist".
In her talk, Auerbach referred to
the "demonic element" of women
· in the works of the Bronte sisters, ;
(Jane Eyre and Wuthering ·
Heights), -Shakespeare's Mac Beth
and Lewis Carroll's Alice in
Wonderland.
According to Auerbach, the
image of women as "earthly,
' sensual and devilish" caused great
fear in women but "titillation" in
men. The main vehicle for terror
was black art," Auerbach said.
Literary heroines such as Lady
, Audley in Mary Bradden's Lady
· Audley 's Secret and Maggie ·
Telliver in George Eliot's The Mill
on the ,Floss represent "the fear of
being transformed into a demon". ·
Auerbach suggests that these '

, myths stemmed from the pqpular
literary images in the Victorian era
-of"the purification of women from
the taint of violence."
. A slide show portraying the
demonic images of women in art ;
accompanied Auerbach's lecture.
The slides showed paintings and
illustrations of various demonic ·
women overpowering their male
.
counterparts.
Also included in the slide show .
was one of Lewis Carroll's
illustrations of Alice in Alice ir.
Wonderland, holding a pig. In this
illustration, Alice looks quite evil.
She is a "demure little girl who
becomes a looming monster,"
Auerbach said.
During the question and answer
period, in which was mostly ·
dominated by faculty, paricipated
Auerbach admitted that she may
believe in the myth to our own
culture, Auerbach said, "If the
quality of energy and greed and
desire to supersede and crown
ourselves are not recognized,
women will become more violent."

---------------OJEDIPUS--------<c~ntinued from page 14-

of the whims of the gods.
The lighting against the
background cyclorama subtly
changed from a comfortable gold
to a fiery red as Oedipus learns the
truth, and finally to purple, the
color representing death in Greek
tragedy.
The final aspect of the
production that helped to tie all art
forms together was the original
music by Larry "Flash" Allen.
Doors-influenced, Allen•~ music

accompanied the chorus' speeches
for a contemporary, rock quality ..
The chorus, marred by the use of
microphones, carried the
transitions by singing or speaking
lines w_ritten by Sopho..cles with
modern music.
The chorus' dances were
choreographed by Colleen C.
Linnehan.
The Johnson Theater's
production of Oedipus Rex is the
most cohesive and suc_cessful

performance here in years.
The modernistic interpretation
of the tragedy as a spectacular
puppet-play worked beautifully in
this - production;a naturaiistic
approach to this familiar,
straightforward tragedy would
have been a mistake. The less than
two hour performance held the
audience enthralled, but one can
only watch puppets for so long; a
longer performance could have
irretrievably alienated the

audience.
removed their masks ·and . heavy
The success of th~ _production . costume_s to join in a traditional
dance, representing the refreshing
comic satyr (goat) plays that were
was due -to the combining of ail
presented aJter Greek tragedies to
fields of the arts: music, dance,
purge the audience of sorrow.
visual art, and drama, with the
The actors, smiling.and dancing,
poetry of Sophocles for a spectacle
arms about one another were a
that one hopes will encourage
play,
future innovation and col- joyful sight after the powerful
gave the
also
sight
the
and
laboration.
As a curtain call at.the end of the - audience a chance to see the
previously hidden movers.
production, all · of the actors

Your Smile can Last ALitatima!
To he.Ip you ·keep your smile bright and introduce the
students, faculty and staff at UNH to Gerber Dental Genter,
we have designed a special Preventive Dental Care
Program.

This saac1a1 Program Includes these
services TWICE YEARLY at no addltlonal
charge:
*Thorough prophylaxis (cleaning and scaling)
*X-rays as needed (includes full mouth if
necessary)
*Comprehensive oral examination which
includes, dia_gnosis and treatment planning 2nd .
oral cancer screening.
*Fluoride treatments for children to maintain
good oral health.

This otter a101ras mau 1, 1982.

Garber Dental canter also arouldas:
*24 hour emergency dental care
*For comfortable dentistry, nitfqus oxide .
analgesia (laughing gas), intravenous
medications and arrangements for general
anesthesia.
*Open 80 hours a week for your convenience
· Monday thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
__
Sundays from 12 p.m. to 5
(Shuttle
*Located in the Newington Mall
available from UNH campus).

one-Time Annual Enrollment Feel .
$15 per lndlUldual
$29 tor lndluldual and spouse
$49 per 1am11u (chlldren to aae 191

·
~Gerber
~ Dental Center

Newington Mall, Newington, New Hampshire 03801
r-ar· Your Convenience Open 80 Hours A Week Mon.-Sat. 9:30-9:30. Sun. 12-5
Senior Citizens Discount
I

I-·-

--1- -- - .. - - - .

Join .Todau! come In
(603) 436-8822
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University of New Hampshire
_
Department of Music
9th ANNUAL JAZZ FESTIVAL CONCE~T
David Seller, Director
UNH JAZZ BAND
and
THE SEACOAST BIG BAND
featuring

THE WORLD
IS YOUR CAMPUS

GUEST ARTIST

· Two World itineraries are
offered in I 982, sponsored by
the University of Pittsburgh.
AROUND THE WORLD:_sails March 4, 1982
from Ft. Lauderdale - Spam , Greece,
Egypt, Israel, India, Sri Lanka, Philippines,
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, Japan.
AROUND THE WORLD: sails Sept. 8, 1982 from Seattle.
More than 60 university courses, with in-port and voyage-related emphasis. Faculty from
University of Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional t.ours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.
Participation is open to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities. Semester
at Sea admits students with.out regard to color, race or creed. The S.S. Universe is fully airconditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and buil~ in America.

PHIL WILSON, Trombone

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, Un\versity of Pittsburgh,
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (In
California call (714) 771-6590).

JOHNSON THEATER, PCAC
Durham, NH
SUN., ~EB. 28, 1982, 8PM
Tickets: $3.00
Available at MUB Ticket Office and at the door

-A TTE NTI ON
JUN IOR S

M.U .B.
NIG HT

-Do you have a cumulati ve
GP A of 3.3 or above?

Frida·y, March 5, 1982
The MUB PUB:
8-11 :30pm
.50C

The Game Room 8-11 pm

Straffor d Room

DJ
Air Bands
Tbe Roomma te Game
W.C. Fields

-A r e y o u w i 11 i n g t o
contribu te some of your
time and energy?

2 for 1 on Pinball
2 People Bowl
Only 1 Pays

-Have you previou sly
demons trated leadersh ip
and responsi bility?

.
Contra Dancing:
Free Worksho p 8-8:30
Dance-$2 .50

-lf -so, ,you may be eligible to join Senior
Key, a producti ve and rewardin g honor _
society.

De:~ dline to register for airbands
and~::··._ mate game is 3/3/82 4:00pm
!I(

Informati on letters and applicatio ns / are
available at the· MUB Info. Desk. Applicatio n
ds~t9 ~ine i,s Marc~~+9·· . ,;•, ... : ,.,. lb
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_A_p_a_r_tme_n_t_s_for_R_e_n_t__, [ , . .

l

bedroom unfurnished apartment within
walking distance to the center of Long
Sands Beach in York Beach, Maine. No
pets . Lease required . $325 / month
includes heat & all utilities. 1 / 2 house
commute to Durham . R.M . Hayward
Agency 207-363-4141 . 4 / 9

CLASSIFIED
CAR R-EPAlrr~nYone- by qualified UNH
student at reasonable prices. Tune ups.
and all other types of repairs. equipment ·
includes timing light, tach-dwell. and
volt-ohm meters. vacumegagos . Call
John 868-5937.3/2

Panda Bear-Just wanted to say thanks 1v,
being there to wipe away my exam tears
and just for being you . Get psyched for our
2nd Founders Day together . Love your
Puppy Dog.

STACY E. THALER : No job from Keene yet
but thanks for the gas anyway; ROY
LENARDSON : You better have better
reasons to be my friend forever and I am
Help Want~
not nice; JONATHAN SMITH : I did not win
the contest so I cannot thank you on
television, but thank you anyway, we
CRUISES . RESORTS , SAILING ·
obviously should have won .-DSR
Sublet 1 /2 ofa - 2 bedroom apt. 4 miles EXPEDITIONS! Needed : Sports
from UNH. Bus goes by. $140.50 a month
Instructors. office. counselors. Europe.
Rick, Thanks for fixing the door --the pizza
not including electric. Furnished looking
Carribean. Worldwide! Summer, Career.
was good too! It was fun! Love ya, Linda
for a female . As soon as possible. Day
Send $8.95 for APPLICATION.
Yo Hitchcock 1st and you voluptuous
time call 742-4200 Ask for cindy. After . OPENINGS. GUIDE to CRUISEWORLD.
chicks on Devine 1st and 3rd-What are
5:00 p.m . call 742-6915 .3/2
172 Box 60129, Sacramento. Ca .
you trying to say? Thanks for the best
95860.3/2
USNH professional staff member is
birthday ever! You guys are the best! Love
looking for a 3-5 bedroom furnished
ya always! Ann (Cheesey)
house to rent beginning in August . Would
MONTE CARLO in DURHAM? Treat
prefer (Mastway) Oyster River School
yourself and a guest to an elegant evening
Lost_and
Found----,-,
.
District location and more than a one year
complete
with French Cuisine. dancing,
lease. 868-5891 after 5:00 868 - 1800
games of chance and more. Hor d'oeuvres
days. 312
will be served at 6:30 p.m. on March 5 6,
Lost. one 2-tone brown and white,
Needed Immediately: One roommate in 4 · Icelandic Wool hat, please call 659 -6080,
in the Granite State Room of the
bd. house 2 miles from campus, own
Memorial Union Building. Tickets are
Kathy. Cold ears and sentimental value .
Room . $125 . monthly plus electricity.
available at the MUB Ticket Office for
Wood heat, no lease or security deposit,
$13.00 per person .3/2
pets o.k. Call anyone at 868-1018 .
, fo "My Man" Thanks mucho tons for the
For rent-Large Room in private home.
Personals
last year. It's been the best year I've ever
Qu iet country setting, private entrance,
had. The next years will be even better
off street parking. Small den adjacent to
. ,._ _ _ :=:J . (Rut Ro). I wicked love you . Don't ever
room . Ten minutes to UNH . Utilities
Audi-I can hardly wait 'til we bring out the :.
forget that . Thanks for everything,
included in rent. Available immediately.
bubbly and celebrate-one week! I hope
especially for asking me if you could have
Call 868-1000.
you think it was worth my being late to
a hug at the wine and cheese party! ily work yesterday . Tell me truthfully-did you
Mepeek? Please don't haze my friend! Love
Lisa Jackson-to my special little sisyou always-your co-pilot.
welcome to Alpha Chi . We have so much
____A_u_to_s_to_r_s_a,_e__
To the Unpredictable but Adorable man
ahead. Last night was just the start. Love,
behind the Parsons desk : Thanks for
your big sis, Amy.
listening to my u_ntirnely speech in the
F·or Sale : 1976 Ford Pinto Squire Wagon .
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO SUSAN JEAN
libes
last
night
...
l
appreciated
it. Hope you
V6, 63,000 mi . Runs really w ell. New
FORTIN-a street urchin .
can keep up with me in Boston
tire s, brak e s, sho cks , wa te rpump ,
Experience Monte Carlo before spring
tomorrow!! Perhaps a rendez-vous in
exhaust system . $800 firm . Tom 868break complete with exquisite French
Chinatown? Get psyched .... LOL.
5998 before 4 00.3 /2.
cuisine, games of chance, dancing and
Obstinate. b~ _~!fectionate .
'80 Omni -reliable car, only 19,00U n11 .
more. " AN EVENING AT MONTE CARLO "
Laurie " Oedipus " Kochanek HoveyExcellent condition. Great gas mileage will unfold in the Granite State Room of
Congratulations cousin . We enjoyed the
35 / gallon. Call Tom Lyle-868-9872
the MUB on March ·5,6, at 6 :30 p.m.
show Monday night, it was good to see
anytime . Leave message . Great
Tickets are available at the MUB ticket
you again. Welcome back to Durham, NH.
office for $13 .00 per person. 3 / 2
R~raain .3/ 5
USA. See you again son at Gramma &
1954 Ford Customlin e 4 -door. All
Rox-Thanks for the help . (My razor blades
Grampa's. Glenn and Lisa
original Southern car -- super body, small
are too dull anyway!) Massively Me
Congratulations.
Trish!
Now
I
believe
you
V-8. Fordomati"c auto. trans . currently
Semester at Sea Slide Show on
are really getting married. I still think you
registered; inspected . Must be seen; a
Wednesday March 3rd at 7 p.m . in Stoke 's
should invite the postman to the wedding,
real head turn er. I'm not looking for a
5th
floor Lounge. Anyone and everyone
though . Does this mean we should send
killing . I simply need cash . Call Darrel.
welcome! For free color brochure call
the weddi"ng gifts through the mail? .. .Best
742f -7442 eves . Make me an offer. keep
(800)854-0195. 3/2
wishes to you and Steve. Love. Jackie.
trying .2/26
·
To the AWESOME UNH Men's Basketball
Happy Birthday Sally Doherty, Love Steve.
Team-GOOD LUCK on Saturday at
T.Z. -candlelight and horror movies,
Colgate! The season is far from over! We
speeding through 3 -D or tripping through
want
to see you make the playoffs and
~MIIC-b
_s._
.~
le
Newmarket, running through green
then go all the way to the top!! Get
meadows and playing w / poor little
psyched!! Go get 'em!!-the Pep Band
For Sale: Cortley les Paul Electric Guitar.
mushroom frisbees; whenever I'm with
Kimmy- Here's your very own personal. I
Not a toy or cheap copy . Good shape. great
you I have an incredibly good time. I look
hope you like it. You can read it during
sound and action . Hard shell case and
forward to our love letters and your nutty
Circuits Recitation (what else is there to
accessories. $175 . Tom 868 -5998 before
morning jokes and maybe (?) a p.b. and
do?). It's the weekend now so enjoy it. You
4 :00.2/26.
strawberry jelly sandwich. Isle of ewe.
always
do! Jayne (from the Cape) is ready
Y.B.D.W.
A fantastic typewriter . I got a new one fo~
to come up and party with you so get
Lacy Lisa (L.)-What would I do if you
my · birthday. It's a Remington manual
psyched. See ya on the floor. -Your "sort
weren't there to come to SAE in your
pica . Reconditioned last year--brand new
of ' Neighborpajamas and rescue me or wait for hours
ribbon -- works great! Asking $70 but will
Hey boys and girls! Don 't let the facts give
while I dig through piles for everything.
talk. If you're serious. call Martha at 772 you a cerebral hernia. Join the cult of the
Remember that; everyone loses a purple
4443 / leav.e a message; I'll get back to
absure.
You may already be a member
sock sooner or later, hugs someone they
you .3 / 5
without even knowing it. This message
- - - - -- -- -- don't know. plays teepee. or goes through
1 Women 's Leather Coat. size 12, an X-Mas
brought to you with love, from Xeno L.
pearl harbor attacks. I, for one will never
present-never been worn, $75 or best
Smith.
forget playing zookeeper in the library
offer . Call Kelli at 868-9711
bathroom. Melting in the closet, or those
I've been watching you in class and
TKE experiences. (Oh, I know Arthur
1 pair Dynaster Oneglass skis, 200 cm
following you around campus-and I want
watch those basement stairs. Steve, is
with Solamon 727E bindings, good
to get to know you better . Can we meet
your hair neat? What! me the best man?!)
condition, best offer. Call Jim 749-2798.
and get better acquainted some time? I
and finally, no . more Mikes, Jims, or
know you exist and I want to be with you!
Rossignol Roe's w/ Look Nevada N17
Willies, please. So here you have it your
You've seen me around campus. and
Bindings. 200 cm-excellent racing or
own personal personal. "Who Loves ya
you'll know who I am when I send you my
recreational skiis. Asking $150 or best
babe?" Your wanderer roomate; me, that
picture
in the mail. I love you, Chrissy.
offer. Bindings alone are worth that
who.
much! Must Sell! Super edges tool Call
MONTE CARLO in DURHAM? Treat
Skeeskee-Sorry for being such a brat.
Andy at 868-9782 or 2-1580, please
yourself and a guest to an elegant evening
Still love me? P-nut. P.S. How's it feel to
leave message. Hurry-the best skiing is
complete with French Cuisine, dancing,
have two personals?
yet to come!!3 / 2
games of chance and more. Hord' oeuvres
will be served at 6 :30 p.m. on March 5,6 in
Happy Birthday Jeff!! Sorry about the
Women's Nordica ski-boots. Size 6 1 / 2.
the
Granite State Room of the Memorial
room, that's news! Thanks for warning
Great condition. Call Debbie at 436Union Building. Tickets are available at
us. Have a good one-The Nubians.
6449/
the MUB Ticket Office for $13.00 per
Hi Deb, I want a rematch! Tonight's dinner
Pair of K2 170's 244 MIDS skis for saleperson. 3 / 2
should go great as well as the play
good condition- and size 6 women's
Hey 0.C.T. (Yes Dan, That's you I) I love
tomorrow. Love ya always Dennis.
figure skates. Call 868-5073
you no elephant excreta, you buy me airTo my dear Ms. Lord of E.S. (come on,
Skis and Boots For Sale cheap! Rossignol
conditioned Honda!? Love always, A.T. &
Erin, don't start looking over your . J .T.-Your sweeties.
Strato 210 cm . $35, Dynamic VR 17 177
shoulder). Just wanted to thank you for
cm . w/Look Nevada Bindings $70,
ATTENTION : for those of you who don't
saving me from slipping into a bout of
Fischer C4 185 cm. $25, Hanson team
know Kit Dobson she's a wicked pissa kid,
uncontrollable hysteria by having to type
Boots shell size 3 (fits 9-11) $50. Call 742a real honeybunsl Sure glad she gets to
my own paper. I owe you one, O.K.? And
6287.3/2
see her Good Friend on Monday nights.
tell that work-a -holic husband of yours
Stereo Amp. Sansui AU-2200. 45 Watts
Even unicorns get horny. We love ya,
that if he doesn't call me up to share those
per channel $90.00. Very good condition.
Trina-The Green M & M's. P.S. Garfield is
beers with me I'm going to blow UFFDA to
Call Dewey 749-9740.
watching
.
smitherines!! (That ought to make him
Rossignol ST Comp. Skis, 185 cm. w/
think twice) Take Care, A fellow clayhead.
Do you know your roommate? Find out
Looi< N57 BiAdings. Excellent condition .
how well you really know her/him by
Dover Recreation Department will offer
$125 or best offer. Call Randy 2-2425.
registering to enter the "Roommate
new Aerobic Dance Classes at the
Game" on March 5th -MUS night-in the
AM/FM Cassette car stereo, FM stereo,
Butterfield Gym beginning March 1, and
MUB PUB. Forms in Rm. 126 of the MUB.
audio reverse. rewind & fast forward and
continuing through April 8, 9:30-10:30
a button that automatically switches the
AM. Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays;
Miss Mann: Think you're pretty funny, eh?
tape from one side to the other. Only been
Tel. 742-5781 for further info. and
Well, you ain't (aren't) (haven't) (huh?)
used 6 months, must sell before Spring
registration .
seen nothin' yet. Get psyched for a quiet
Break, $250. Call Julie 868-9791 . 3/2
Hey Everyone! Wake up! Look at this! I wine-filled night on duty ... The fuzzyhaired kid.
want
you
all
to know that Deb Dodge
Olympus OM - 10 Camera. Fl.8. ma""nual
Penney is the nicest most understanding
P.M./G .M.- -l'm so proud of you! YOU did
adaptor, T-20 Electronic Flash. Rokinon
person in the whole world . Thankyou for
a great job with our budget. Keep
80-200 200m lens. Tripod, case . Over
your attention. A Crnzy D.Z.
smilin' ... Love you, R.M./P.M.
$600 invested, asking $350. 742-4878.
Jeff. 2/26
Hola Juanita! A,re you surviving without
Congratulations members and officers of
pepper and golclfish in Valencia? I hope
the STUDENT TELEVISION NETWORK.
things are going well and I miss you lotsThe new STVN budget will allow us to
especially our early morning chats. Drink
acquire new and much needed
a few. 30¢ beers for met Love. Sharon
equipment to accomodate the growing
membership. A professional station??
Marion- I don't have the balls to tell you
Just give us time!
KEY NOTES - PERSONAL REMINDERS .
this to your face. BUT. you are a scummy
Forgot your mother's birthday... your
Sue: You're going to have no fun on your
upperclassperson and your hair is greasy.
• anniversary... that special event that
birthday 'cause there's no fun like
If I were you I would think about washing
makes you feel like a heel? Call upon us.
birthday fun-so do~t even get psyched.
it. pronto. Love and kisses, a friend. ...
We'll rem1,1d you to remember . Call 742Lucky Dog. now sc~ tp- Steph
5378. rea~onable rates .3 / 2
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Bonanza: Take off to the Great White
North. The men are wild, the women are
few. and the blondes are dogs. Staph
Gordon and her dog Flash .
FLY WITH US to Bermuda for $299, Fort
Lauderdale $388. Flight only $109.50
each way, accomodations S169. We are
the only trips still available to UNH
students. Call us before it's too late at
868-1478.
Hey Marion and Todd, UNH thought you
were odd. Well, get ready for Erma and
her horny sidekick Myrna . Two
hardworking bag ladies from New York
City, came to Durham to seek some kitty.
Fate has brought them to Tally Ho where
the pre-pubescent penguins go. And they
want you to know that this is their motto:
Tramps like us. Baby, we were born to
lust.
Meine Liebe, MARIANNE-Well, here's
that long distance personal I
promised .. .Who said Boston College
doesn't read the New Hampshire? Get
psyched for a Fantastic Founder's Day
'Overnighter' ... I wonder what " The
Family" back home won't think?! Be
careful with that glass of wine ... you
wouldn't want to take advantage of me,
now would you? Coma se bella ... I See you
soon, love ... ANTHONY. P.S . Gotta love
that taste!. .. Looking forward to the next
Prov./8 .C./U.N.H. roadtrip ...1'11 make the
sauce!
JOB OPPORTUNITIES! Find out about job
opportunities at the Life Science and
Agriculture Career Day on March 5 in the
Strafford Room of the MUB from 9 :30
a.m. to 4 :00 p.m.3/2
Hey you 6 awesome NEWMARKET party
throwers. When ·s your next SLUMBER
party? The 0 - 112, pass-out, B. Geurt, the
table crusher .
Ft. Lauderdale for approx. $95! Round trip
transportation to and from Ft. Lauderdale,
FLA. for Spring Break. Only three spaces
left so don't delay! Call Chris at 2-1126 or
868-9771 .
Carrot Lover, if I follow you through the
looking glass to the Big Apple will I be
glazed or will I find the tea pa·r ty I've been
searching for? Love, Piggy.
Roommate- wanted . North Hampton,
$125.00 per month plus electric and
phone (approx $40.00) 964-8642 after
1:00 p.m .3 / 2
Want to Dance and sip on frozen drinks?
Sound good .. .come to the Area I Tropical
Dance. Sat . Feb. 27 in Stillings from 8 :0012 :00, only 50¢ admission, free
munchies.
To Mr. U.N.H., yes Guy Chabot, that's you!

What is it they say about you French men?
Well, prove it! Love, your secret admirer.
Kris, How are ya· hun-? Miss ya! Thanks for
the party last Sat. We all had a great time .
I really wish we were together, think of
me once in a while. Love ya· John XXX
P.S. Have a good time on the ski trip,
watch out for B. Please!!
IT'S TIME to start thinking about Career
Plans. Find out about job opportunities at
the Life SciE}nce and Agriculture Career
Day on March 5 in the Strafford Room of
the MUB from 9 :30 a.m . to 4 :00 p.m .3/2
President 1<..,rmit, Enjoyed my escort
home Thursday nite and sharing cocoa
and conversation with you. Would like to
do it again, sometime. Tiny Dancer.
Experience Monte Carlo before spring
break complete with exquisite French
cuisine, games of chance, dancing and
more. "AN EVENING AT MONTE CARLO"
will unfold in the Granite State Room of
the MUB on March 5,6. at 6 :30 p.m.
Tickets are available at the MUB ticket
office for S 13.00 per person. 3/2
More Tickets: To the Police. Boston
Garden. April 12th. Call 659 -2443, 8687226.
Beth & Patty, thanks for the wild & crazy
surprise party, it is much appreciated!!
GET PSYCHED FOR BERMUDA. love.
your third roommate.
Sister Anna Maria -(alias, Donna Leone)
No need for that anymore, now that you 're
20!1 Happy Birthday, go wild! Luv, 406
plus. P.S.-Scorps's. Friday. Be there .
YOU STILL HAVE TIME. to go away this
spring break. We have trips to BERMUDA,
FLORIDA and the BAHAMAS, for low
prices. Call us at 868-14 78 for more info
before it's too late.
Miss Elli~: Happy Birthday you wild and
crazy woman I Hope this one's the best for
the best . .. Love, your fantastic
Roommates .
D.A .T.B. Jr. - curse you, Red Baron. if you
don't get that p-slot. and if you do, that's
"ballsy"! No matter what happens; you
have 2 friends who would love to take you
to Maine again to play on the rocks. We'll
keep our fingers crossed. Love. your
friends on Strafford Ave.
Deb. Tam, Kris, Cheesie, Sal, Guinea and
the Gang-Thanks for making my 20th the
greatest ever! Hudd will never be the
same. You are the best part of UNH University of Nothing Happening-Love
ya-Malibu Mike a.k.a . Virg.
·
Jan from Phi Mu-Roses are red, Violets
are blue, If you love Clark Gable. then why
not me too? C'mon Jan. use your brain!
Guess Who???

Patti T.-1 hope you're not too hung over
right now.I'm glad you are back and
feelingbett~r. Scorp'snext Mon. or Tues.?
Love Lori.

.C)

. - TRIP TO MONTREALlll -cfnly 45$: price
includes hotel and travel accomodations ... Feb. 26-27,28 ... sign up NOW!
Upstairs Huddleston, Dean of Students •
Office.
To RUBBERHEAD and SLOPPY-Aren 't I
full of surprises? I hope the DEVO tunes
haven't been too loud, but I don't have any
Kenny Loggins or Peaches and Herb!
Rubberhead-you can stop by at 1:00 in the
morning and eat me out of house and
home anytime! Sloppy-make sure you
keep those window shades up so I can get
a cheap thrill out of wathcing your naked
feet! You guys kill me! Guess who? P:s.
Nice rug!!
HUB'S HASS - HUB'S HASS - HUB'S
HABS - Best of luck on Sunday and iffyour
future play-off games. Practice up this
weekend and get your sticks in shape to
score.
. Airbands / 'aer bandz/ n. plural : 1. closet
performers who jump on stage in a halfcrazed frenzy to imitate their favorite
musicians. 2. A Californian concept
spreading East to Durham.
"I won 't contrive any clever lines. it just
feels so fine to be your friend"-Linda
Worster in Concert tonight, 8:00 p.m. at
the Catholic Student Center, Madbury
Road . Tickets $3.00 available at MUB
Ticket Office. Catholic Student Center and
at door. Refreshments available. Don't
miss this experience.
Good Music, Dancing, Frozen Drinks,
Door prizes and the big drawing for the
Bahamas trip. When : Sat., Feb. 27 in
Stillings from 8 :00- 10:00. Let's get ready
for Spring Break at the Tropica~_Dance ~-lt's " Jen" to those who know me and
" Jenn" to those who know me best. Do
you honestly think I'd have enough time to
represent my home state in the Senate? I
think I'll just worry about classes and
work for now! The U.S . Political Systme is
not ready for a shock like that! Have a
good day!!
Ellen Hume - Congratulations! You're the
first to lose your pin from the Spring 82
Class!! I really didn 't expect you / the
quietest one/ to have it stolen so early. I
just gave it to you 10 days ago! Well,
anything can happen in OB Class I guess!
So how did breakfast go over? I think you
got the best end of the deal! Your very
proud Trainer .
Brian Simpson - I can't believe this is only
your second personal! What a loser!! Just
kidding! Had fun last night at the Grange
along with all my sisters! POGO the 16th
regardless! or a NO -GO PO-GO raid . Deb.
Join the Colege Republicans! First
meeting! , Wednesday, March 3 at 8 p.m.
in the Notch Room in the MUB.
Doug Burton - Sorry this is late. But I will
be over to watch G.H. some afternoon - so
be prepared! Congrats on Theta Chi. No CC'ing at the next meeting. I'll get in
trouble. DM
"Mr ... Mike Katz.
Your daft reply was full of some wit,
I even sat down and laughed for a bit;
but you know "Mr." Katz, you're inept in
you style
.
so listen, my son, to me for a while;
You know. "Mr." Katz, you're known
throt:Jgh this land
as a one fisted lover who loves his right
hand;
your only desires are the ones I can't say,
and your absurd behavior's seen day after
day;
but don't take this too badly, enjoy this
brief bit,
you're okay in my book .... Okay for a
twit!!ll1111!11
SuperHebe, SMiG, and Mega-muzzle.
DZ PLEDGES - How's the hangover??
Hope you had a blast on your first bids
night!! We didll And we love you all.
You're the best!! Love the DZ sisters.
Rob Sutherland - AWESOME Theme!!
You're the best! Good luck on Saturday at
the MUB! Love ya loads. the "Let's Get
Physical'' (But not really) Kid.
To the Gals of Devine 8th - How are we
feeling today1 Hungover, huh? Good time
last night? Did we drink too much, Devine
8th, Too much? What fun. 18 hours since
exorcism!! Did we accomplish the task of
getting out the "demons"? Mildred, do
you have any more fun stories that we
won't listen to? Stanley, how did you run
the computers on the job last semester?,
Sylvia. You were out of it on Kilt day. And
of course I, in my Strawberries or should
they be something else. am perfect. Love
you all Gertrude. P.S. Get Psyched for the
Pizza Barn Road Trip tomorrow. Don't
worry mother, I'll take care of my two
brothers, For my eyes only!
Chow-Happy 21st Birthday! You're an old
man and it shows. .mostly on your
waistline. Listen, Chubby, that best be
gone by Break or I'll pretend like I don't
know you on the beach. Only Kidding,
Joey. You know I think you 're "the B's".
Love, B. P.S. What can we do on a Sun. to
celebrate your Birthday??
Debbie S . -Thanks - for · doing·- my
hair!You're such a nice personllBlondes
really do have more f.un!Love.Lori
Dear Suzie 0-You are such an awesome
little sister!Have I told you how much I
care about you lately? Well I really
dollll!Thank you sooo much for the
Valentines Day present. Keep
smiling!Love Lori

CLASSIFIED, page 18
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Kathy Lang - How's your love life???
M&D : Howdi! I'm- glad to be back!!! I'm
WANT TO DANCE and sip on frozen Pina - looking forward to a super w eekend with
"the gang " and my nutty roommate .
Coladas. Sound Good? Come to the Area I
Thanks for all you ·ve done to get ready for
"TROPICAL DANCE " in Stillings on
the weekend! I love you! Jen .
Saturday, Feb. 27. from 8:00 to 12:00.
50¢ admission .2/26.
Kelly Y.- I miss you in class on Mondays.
Laura

. Dave K.-When are you having- another
party?l'II supply the oil-Mazola or
Coconut?!!!
VAN GOlNG TO FLA: Leaving March 10th
or 11th returning March 29th. Room for
two or three riders. Est. costs per person,
$60 round trip. Call Bob or Ann for more
info. 868-1137. 3 / 5

L-What a night! We just couldn't wipe
those smiles off our faces. And we'll have
a blast ton ight at the MUB . Get ready!
Love-K.

Kelly H.-(alias puffhead - 1 )Get psyched
for our vacation . I'm so glad that the
Hubby will be able to join you. And wait
until he sees the before and after shots!!!
I'm so glad I got such a nice puff head for a
roommmate! Love -Puffhead-2

Ugly woman - here's the personal I owe
you. Get psyched for this weekend . We 'll
have to get really ugly and do it up. Maybe
another beer ball. How long can you sit
under the tap Michelle and Dawna? Or we
could try a new place-Scorps?Love yaUgly. P&: when are the new '36' elections
and initiations going to be? Mary Anne
would be proud.

CON TACT LENS ESand

Are you confused about careers and
occupatio ns? Do you want to •discover
methods and resourses for obtaining job
informati on? Learn how to investigate
career possibilities by attending :

Exploring Career Options
Tuesday, March 2
12:30-2:00 .PM
.Hillsborough ~oom - MU·B
Program sponsore d by
Career Planning & Placemen t Ser.vice

·roTA L. VISION
CAR E

Tamera -it only took me a year to give you
this personal. Get ready for tonight at the
MUB. We'll all -go wild. Maybe we can
punk out with our new "dews". Love yayour little sis.

*Tinted soft. lenses now available
•Highest quality soft lenses
·
*Polycon Gas-P~rmcablc semi-hard lenses
_•Same day service in most cases on soft lenses
•30 day trial period -on contacts
•complete eyegfass a.nd eye examination services
•pne hour_ ~erv1ce on many prescriptions .
*Discount to students and senior citizens ·on eyeglasses
1

One year eyeglass guarant~

MJ-How does it feel to go from 23 to 20?
Happy Birthday one· day late! Are you
hung from last nite? Did you "do it up?"
Well. get set for a wild weekend! Sorry Al
no "fish eyes" for you! You're a puppy kid
· with " Loveltis ." \J\lho sings that I wonder?
Daviel E.??? Check-a-mind!? Devine 21716-14 (sorry you ·re not shaped like Dolly).
. CED --Howdi, Chick! We've had a month
of craziness (Frito Banditos, late nights.
laughter in the dark. the Funky Chicken,
the Circus men, drowning mice, Heaven
and much morn!) I can hardly wait for the
rest of the semester. I hope you 're ready
for a super weekend!!! Love, PJ P.S.
Watch out-ltsa Spida .. HaHa (Pissa Man)

DRS. ALIE AND MENARD
Optometrists
DURHA M
7 Jenkins Ct.
Hours.: 9-5
. 868-1012

cm

3rd Annual
Science and 1ar1cu11ura
CAREER DAV

Talk to employers about job opportunities in variousjields of life science
and agriculture. Come for all or part of the day.

WOODSMEN'S COMPETITION . Saturday
Feb. 27th from 8 a.m . till 5 p.m . at Boulder
Field. Behind the fieldhouse. We axe you
to join us, cut its going to be fun . Chop by
and see us saw. and spit and fell, and
hutch.2/26
·Todd the Bod from Upper Quad who's
God: Friday afternoons with you at the
Dolphin Striker Happy Hour are the best!
Are you psyched for Crossfire?! Save me a
dance or four ... love, your girlfriend
Marga!~t .

DOVER

476 Central Ave.
Hours:9-5
Sat. 9-12
742-5719
Closed Wednesday ·

Men- You will never know how women
suffer until you have worn tights. dresses
and high heels in snow. Dress up like a
girl on Tuesday and show us you careCommittee on X-Dressing (we don't
receive SAFC funding)

illJ.

nu ce ar
ene~ '
take on
·the challenge ...
realize
the future
the Challenge

the Opportunity

lmoginotion. courage. leadership and
engineering expertise cA the highest order...
these ore the tro,ts YoU need to meet the
challenge of our technology. Our leadership position at the forefront cA commercial
nuclear po1Ner systems will provide vou with
unique professional experience.

GPU Nucleor is responsible for the operation
cA Oyster Creek Nuclear Station in New
Jersey. stort-up ond recovery of two Three
Mile Island units located in Middletown.
~nsytvonkJ. and an off-site design and
engineE>ring group in Parsippony. New
Jersey. We offer you: • Top benefits • M110nced educational opportunities and o
chance to live in beautiful North Centro!
New .Jerr.ey. the New Jersey Shore or the
Pennsylv,Jnia Dutch Country.
We are seeking en!Ty level and experienced
professionals in the folk:>v.ling categaies:
■ '.\h•d1ani<-al
■ '.\udru
■ llt•ulth l'h~,k,/
■ Ut•clrical

The Commitment
General Public Utilities created an independent organization. GPU Nuclear. to
centralize its nuc1ear capability and
provide safer. more reliable generation of
electricity with nuclear energy. GPU Nuclear
has the strongest commitment to the
flawless safety of our pl,1nts.

·•

01t'mil-ul

H1111i1uiu11 l'rolrl'lion

For more information obout job opportunities at GPU Nuclear. fill out the coupon
below ond send it to: J. Troebliger. P.O. Box
480. Middletown. PA 17057. We seek men
and women from all ethnic backgrounds
and the handicapped.

Fl cJJJ Nuclear
GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION

will be on campus
March 23, 1982

--------------------------------------~ Nuclear

}c!:.'=ii:J

GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION

Middletown, Pa. 17057

NAME _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Women cagers !ose
to ~Terrfors, 82-77
BOSTON--The UNH women's
basketball team's record fell to 188 last night as Boston University
defeated the Wildcats 82-77 in
Boston.
BU scored 12 free throws in the
last three minutes of the game to
win after leading by one, 70-69,
with 2_: 15 remaining. Kelly
Butterfield, Denise Higgins and
Linda Neilson fouled out for UNH
in the closing three minutes of play
to send BU to the line.
UN H Jed 12-4 after five minutes
of play but the Terriers tied it 14-14
through foul shooting (76 percent
. for night) wi.th 12: 14 left in the first
half.
In the ensuing four minutes, BU
outscored UNH 6-0 and gained a
20-14 advantage with 9:56 left in
the half. BU led by nine, 38-29,'
···-:,;·_'.'.t-:;.,::•'.·,:_,;.;·' , .. ·•

Kip Porter (19) battles NU's Kathleen Scanlan and Laura Gregory (8) for puck. ('fim Lo'rette photo)

with I :29 remaining and owned a
41-33 lead at the end of the first
half.
BU hit a quick basket to open
the second half before UNH scored .
four points to make the score 4341, BU.
But with 9:49 left in the game,
the Terriers jump~d ahead by 11,
.
60-49.
Theresa Redmond (26 points)
sank a corner shot with 2: 15 after
. seven minutes of exchanging ·
baskets .to bring UNH within one,
70-69. But BU used its accurate
·foul shooting to outscore the
Wildcats 12-6 in the final minutes
of the game.
Butterfield (10), Martha
Morrison (10), Jackson (13) and
Redmond (26) all scored in double
figures for UNH.

---HOC KEY--<continued from page 20)

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 1981-82 HOCKEY STATISTICS
Away: 7-8
Home: 9-1
ECAC: 13-5
Record: 16-9
PP
Go-A-Pts .
G
Mam~
5
13-28-41
24
Forget
5
19-21-40
24
Brickley
1
15-14-29
25
Potter
5
11-18-29
25
Lyons
5
14~14~28
24
Lacombe
2
10-16-26
R. Robinson25
3
7-17-24
25
Barton
0
8-10-18
20
White
1
2-11-13
22
Yantzi
0
24 - 2-11-13
P.r yor
0
4-6-10
19
Muse
0
2--8-10
25
Olsen
0
2-7-9
20
Lee
0
5 -4-9
'21,
Chisholm
0
3-6-9
22
Doherty
0
3-6-9
19 Reeve
0
~4-4-8
19
Miller
0
0-6-6
, 12
Byrnes
0
1-4-5
12
Stee~sen
O
2-1.,.,·3
, 17
Ellis.on
0
1-1-2
2
Clark
0
0-1-I
McAllister ··l
00-0-0
3
Harris
0
0-0-0
24
Pearson
0
1-6-7
I.Robinson 18
Goalie Summary~ W-L-T Minutes
24 15-9-0 1372-1052
Pearson
20
713 0-0-0
Mead
8
573 1-0-0
Thibeault

Career
ECAC
Pen-Mins
44-74-118
9-21-30
10-20
61-63-124
11-16-27
3-6
21-28-49
13-9-22
4-8
23-33-56
7-15-22
15-30
1'4-14-28
12-12-24
15-30
10-16-26
8-11-19
9-18
11-24-35
6-13-19
2-4
24-29-53
6-7-13
16-32
18-35-53
2-9-11
. 7-22
23-49-72
1-5-:-6
11-22
_3-7-10
J-2-5
4-8
6-28-34
1-5-6
13-26
2-7-9
2-5-7
2-4
13-17-30
2-3.-5
"'4-8
4-7-11
1-4-_5
4-8
10-27-37
3-4-7
4-8
15-24-39,
2-3-5
16-32
0-6-6
0~6-6
6-.1 2
7-18-25
1-4-5
10-20
2-1-3
2-1-3
0-0
1-1-2
0-0-0
3-6
0-1-1
0-0-0
0 ---o
0-0-0
0-0-0
2-4
0-0-0
0-0-0
1-2
1-6-7
0~3-3
6-12
Sv. Pct
GAA
Saves
GA
9s"="67 700-535 4.15-3.82 .881-889
34- 15 6.76-9.00 .810-833
8- 3
33- 6 5.26-0.00 .871-000
5- 0

Basketball stats
UNIVERSITY Of NEW·HA~PSHIRE 1981-82 25-GAME BASKETBALL STATISTICS
· ECAC North: 2-8
Away: 6--11
Home: · 3-5

Record: . 9-J..'6

- ' PTS-Hi ~ Mins

been prior to last night's loss. The
'Cats came out flat, due J)robably
to a nine-day lay-off, and perhaps
consideration of Yale's unimprcssivec record.
"I don't. know if we were
mentally prepared for the game or
not. Brown beat Yale just after we
beat Brown 11-1," Pearson said.
"Teams might subconsciously
think that they t Yale) lost to a team

we just killed and they won't be
that much. We better be up for
Maine (tomorrow night at 7 p.m.
in Snively), they'll be coming right
at us. They're always up.••
Back in the less eerie confines ot
Sniveiy Arena, where UN H is 9-1
overall (7-9 on the road), the
mystery of how to capture home
ice in the playoffs should be solved.
..

MING---SWIM
-(continued from page 20)
posted a strong third place finish in ·. Gargan sha ve_d two-seconds off his
the 200· freestyle behind Terriers previous best in that event, a 52.6
landing the junior third place
Brad Howe and Wade Mathis.
"I was really pleased with my . ho·nors.
Bren Howe and Steve Stoner
time in the 200 free ( I :57.5) but it's
still difficujt to concentrate:: OJ\. a cruised to first and seco.nd places in
meet Iii<:£ this when we 're in the the 100 backstroke, a 55.5 from
middle of our taper . and New Howe earning pool record status.
Brad Howe edged junior Ed
England's are ju~t a week away,"
,
Growney said.,
Landry for the win in the 200 free
Pai .Burns and Steve Rudis and Rich Freda put BU on the
edged UNH junior John Colbert record board for the fifth time of
for a one-two Terrier sweep in the the afternoon with a winning,
I :05.0 in the l00 breastroke.
50 free, Colbert's23.0 performance
UN H's Steve Warren picked up
followed by a two-three
combination from Wildcats Ed · third in that event. with a solid
I :07. I. Diving competition was not
Landry (2:07.9) and Steve Warren
(2:09.3) in the 200 Individual held on Wednesday.
Medley.
..BU requested that some
Boston University then vaulted indivi_dual events originally
to a 58-12 lead with three
scheduled as 200 yard events (fly,
consecutive pool record
back, and breast)be rescheduled as
and·
Pollard
Tom
performances.
I00 yard events in order to seek
Wade Mathis shared first place
qualifications for the upcoming .
and pool record honors in the l00
Eastern Seaboard Champion- :
fly (53.7), while UNH's Bob
ships, "said Markos.
third
impressive
an
took
Schuler
(54.6) in the same event.
. BU closed Wednesday's victory
_ Steve Rudis and Pat Burns gaye with a 3: 19 .4 pool record effort in
BU a 39 point cushion with the 400 freestyle relay but the
respective one-two finishes in the Terriers fell short of an eight_-pool,100 free, Rudis' 48.6 standing as a record-performanee set by the
ne~ ·pool record. Wildcat Jim University of Maine in 1978.

FG-FGA

Pct.

fT-FtA Pct. Reb ~

McClain

24 17 8-351

• 507

67-90

.744

61

2.5

423-26 17.6

878

Di~on

24 112-234

.479

89-127 .701

63

2.6

313-24 13.0

'
653

Nolan

22

85-177

.480

60-99

.606 159

7.2

230-22 10.5

680

Stanfield - 25

94-i8o

.522

39-53

.736 117

4.7

227-24

9.1

656

Rainis

24

47-101

.465

26-39

.667

84

3.5

120-15

5.0

472

Keeler

17

25-59

.424

18-32

.563

37

2.2

68-12

4.0

235

Chapman

15

20-66

.303

7-12

.583

17

1.1

47-13

~-1

160

9

9 ~21

. 429

5-11

.455

11

1.2

23-10

2.6

88

Kinzly

25

25-54

.463

12-17

. . 706

31

1.2

62- 9

2.5

432

Burns

24

25-50

.500

11-27

. 407

65

2. 7

61- 8

·.2•.-5

391'

Gildea

18

11-25

.440

8.-16

.500

35

1.9

30- ~

1.7

201

Hicks

18

10-24

.417

3-5

.6oct>

10

1 .. 0

23- 6

1.a

13s

0-2

.ooo

2-2

1.000

1

0.5

2- 2

1.0

14

Correction
The quote by men's . swimming captain Doug Sampson -that
appeared in Tuesday·'s New Hampshire should have been attributed
to asst. coach Peter Markos.

. N~me·

Neely

Corinelly

-G

2

Defusco

5

2-4

.500

1-2

Dinneen

6.

3-8

.375

0-0

.500

1

0.2

5- 2

i.o

14

6- 2

1.0

15

SIIORTS SHORTS
Thompson ·s chool wins
Ending their season with a record of 11-4, the Thompson School
of Applied Science basketball team captured the Northern NewEngland Small College Conference title Saturday, February 20.
The team ended its regular season with the best record in the
NESCC (9-4) and advanced to the semi-final round February 18
here at UN H against Portsmouth.
Victorious in the first round, UNH traveled to Berlin, NH and
played in the finals with Berlin Vocational and T~chnical. Behind
strong performances from seniors Mark Baldwin and Norris
Hammond, the team won a close game, 65-63 overtime game.
For their efforts, the Wildcats recieved tournament and
conference trophies as well as plaques for each player. The players
for the team are: Mark Baldwin, Gerald Baras, Paul Blanford, Rich
Clark, Adrian DeGraffe, Barry Donohoe, Bruce Ferland, . Norris
Hammond, Steve Hopkins, Jim Major, Paul Price, and Chris
Stamoulis. They are coached by Doug Beard · and Assist. Rich
Boivin.
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Sports
Yale's win beaches
at the 'Whale', 6-4
one by the 'Cat netminder to break
a4-4tie 12:18 intothefinalperiod.
Dave Williams had stolen a puck :
from UN H's Brian Byrnes in front
of the UN H cage to make it 4-2
Yale the period before.
"Ralph ( Robinson) and Mark
( Doherty) were at the hashmarks
and I was struggling with the puck.
trying to knock it back into the
zone." Yantzi said . "He (Steiner)
took it away from me and took
off."
Matt Bohan completed the
scoring. putting the game away for
the Elis. on a set-up from Steiner at
17:07. Bohan and Steiner comprise
two-thirds of Yale's third line. ,
Their goals were both of the
comnJon variety. but it was a night
for weird goals.
Three Wildcat goals and one for
Yale were of the bizarre variety.
Paul Barton missed tipping in a
long Dan Potter shot. but
succeeded in screening goalie Paul
Dave Yale (top) and team wrestle in New Englands tomorrow. (Henri Barber photo)_
Tortorella of Yale, enough for
Potter's shot to land in the net
untouched.
"On the first goal, it was a
slapshot from the point and the
UN H forward had his stick at eye
meet to see if swimmers could meet
By Sue Valenza
,free, an 11: 18.8 landing the
level. I couldn't see it," Tortorella
New England qua Iifying times in
Boston University posted six
(freshman) a second place finish
( 31 saves) said. "Their fourth goal
(scored by Steve Lyons at I :38 of Swasey pool records enroute to its , behind BU 's Gonzalo Sancht'fZ other events and secondly, as a way
( I0:34.5) and well ahead of Terrier to let seniors have a shot at the Allthe third period) hit off my leg 79-16 win over the UNH men's
Time List we maintain for best
from a bad angle and went into the f swim team Wednesday. The loss
John Allen ( 11 :47. I).
times ever swam since the history
closed out a respectable 5-6
"We put a lot of guys in events
twine. I tried to grab it anyway.
You never know."
Wildcat season.
other than their standard ones," of the team."
Senior co-capitan Jeff Growney
said UN H assistant coach Peter
The goals were weird. but the
UN H is now looking to surpass
Markos. "We used Wednesday's -SWIMMING, page 19
hitting was for real.
last year's 12th place New England
"They were chippy." Steiner finish at the 1982 championship to
be held March 4-6 at the University
said. "They would rather stick you
of Rhode Island.
than play the body."
The Terriers opened Wednes"After the first period, it was
. more chippy." Yantzi said. "If day's contest with a 3:42.29
performance in the 400 medley
another team is chippy with us. we
relay, their second effort beating
can be chippy too."
It is now time for UN H to get the previous facility mark by three
seconds.
tough with the remainder of their
Flyer/ breastroker Rob Warren
schedulc--as tough as they had
came through tpr _U_N_H in the IOOO
HOCKEY, pa2e 19
By Kent Cherrington
playoffs. Now they won't."
Junior Marcy Pannabecker has
The game was, never really in
scored four goals and six assists in
question. After the Huskies ( 10-8the past three hockey games,
1) almost put one past Walsh
including a three-goal, two assist
halfway through the-period, senior
performance in UNH's 6-1 victory
Debbie Cunningham scored her
over Northeastern Tuesday night.
fourth goal of the season, setting
The Chelmsford, Mass. native is
off the fireworks. Porter follo~d
second in scoring, with ·14 goals
two Pannabecker goals with one
and 25 assists.
herself, and the 'Cats never looked
'"Some nights different players
back.
get goals. Tonight happened to be
NU's lone goal was scored
my night," Pannabecker said
halfway into the second period .
following the Huskie game.
Senior Jenny fiollack put in a
Pannabecker plays wing on
rebound of a Laura Gregory shot
UN H's red Line. which includes
at 6:30.
sophomore Lorie Hutchinson and
NU coach Don Macleod
junior Kip Porter. The trio is the
admitted UNH was the better
most powerful Wildcat line , team .
scoring 46 goals and 64 assists in 18
"We're smaller, we're younger
games.
and we're thinner," he said. "But
"We've been passing very well,"
no matter how bad you win or lose,
Pannabecker said. "Kip and I ha ve
you can always learn from it. For
been on the same line for three
example, we don't poke-check on
years. and we've learned how to
defense like UNH does. Now we
play with each other. Lorie plays
can work on that."
different than Gabby (former
The victory ends UN H's regular
linemate Haroules) , so we've had
season at 16-1-1, and leaves their
to adjust."
career record 88-1-2. They tangle
Despite the lopsided score, the
with the Waltham Wings tonight
Wildcats were sluggish clgainst the
in an exhibition contest at Snively
Huskies . The Wildcats didn't
Arena. The game should help
111
produce like they did
prepare the team for the playoffs at
Providence.
Snively next weekend, March 5
"We're still coming off that big
and 6.
high," said UNH coach Ross
"We have people playing with
I
and
this
expected
I
McCurdy.
pain," McCurdy admitted. "It's
warned them. You can't come off
those nagging injuries. We need a
of that type of game ( Providence)
breather."
and expect to be sharp. We just got
.the job done."
McCurdy thinks the injuries
"We didn't play that well."
stem from being so good . "It's
explained captain Lynn Walsh,
tough. We've been up at the top for
who stopped ten Northeastern
a long time, and that can get rethe
of
level
the
on
play
"You
shots.
sentful. Some teams are obsessed
team you're playing against."
about UNH, and they are very
"I expected a closer game,"
physical with us." he said. 'It's like
added Walsh. "If they would have
the people that hate the Yankees or
the
to
it
make
they'd
game.
the
won
Michele Surette (20) ties up Marcy Pannabecker. (Tim Lorette photo)
the Canadiens."

By Larry McGrath
NEW HAVEN, CONN.-UN H's 6-4 loss last night to Yale
was different--a little eerie. like an
Agatha Christie murder mystery
where bodies on ice and thievery
were central to the plot. It took
place in an appropriately bizarre
place--lngalls Rink. known as the
"Yale Whale" because of its
leviathan-like structure.
An Ivy . League crowd watched
Yale steal two key goals on its way
to a rough Division I EC AC
victory over the Wildcats. The loss
to the Elis snapped a six-game
UN H win streak and dropped the
13-6 'Cats into a third-place tie
with Boston College in the overall
standings. Northeastern ( 12-5-1)
moves into second behind
Clarkson, which is 14-3-1 .
The win gave Yale sole
posession of eighth place in the
league and first · place in the Ivy
Division. Home ice in the playoffs
is assured the winner of that race.
along with the top three finishers in
the EC AC. UN H needs to win two
of its remaining three games (one
victory mus~ come-against NU) to
be assured home ice.
"Right now everyone is bummed
out because we lost, but it may
have knocked some sense into us,"
UN H goalie Todd Pearson (34
saves) said."We know we can't just
lace up our skates and go out and
win. we have to work. Winning the
next three games would be nice.
Why depend on other teams'?"
Yale entered the game 9-8-1 and
tied with Cornell for eighth and
facing the hottest team in the
EC AC. a team ranked sixth in the
nation by the ESPN writer's poll.
Yale's Jim Steiner struck a blow
for parity when he stoic the puc_k
from Yantzi at the UN H blucline.
· skated all the way down towards
Pearson, using teammate Joe
G_agliardi_~s a decoy and pushed

Swimmen lose final meet, 79-16

Pannahecker pushes
Icewomen past NU

